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Abstract

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is an impedance mapping technique that can be used to image the inner impedance distribution of the subject under test. It is non-invasive, inexpensive and radiation-free, while at the same time it can facilitate long-term and real-time dynamic monitoring. Thus, EIT lends itself particularly well to the development of a bio-signal monitoring/imaging system in the form of wearable technology.

This work focuses on EIT system hardware advancement using complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology. It presents the design and testing of application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) and their successful use in two biomedical applications, namely, neonatal lung function monitoring and human-machine interface (HMI) for prosthetic hand control.

Each year fifteen million babies are born prematurely, and up to 30% suffer from lung disease. Although respiratory support, especially mechanical ventilation, can improve their survival, it also can cause injury to their vulnerable lungs resulting in severe and chronic pulmonary morbidity lasting into adulthood, thus an integrated wearable EIT system for neonatal lung function monitoring is urgently needed.

In this work, two wearable belt systems are presented. The first belt features a miniaturized active electrode module built around an analog front-end ASIC which is fabricated with 0.35-μm high-voltage process technology with ±9 V power supplies and occupies a total die area of 3.9 mm². The ASIC offers a high power active current driver capable of up to 6 mA_{pp} output, and wideband active buffer for EIT recording as well as contact impedance monitoring. The belt has a bandwidth of 500 kHz, and an image frame rate of 107 frame/s. To further improve the system, the active electrode module
is integrated into one ASIC. It contains a fully differential current driver, a current feedback instrumentation amplifier (IA), a digital controller and multiplexors with a total die area of 9.6 mm². Compared to the conventional active electrode architecture employed in the first EIT belt, the second belt features a new architecture. It allows programmable flexible electrode current drive and voltage sense patterns under simple digital control. It has intimate connections to the electrodes for the current drive and to the IA for direct differential voltage measurement providing superior common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) up to 74 dB, and with active gain, the noise level can be reduced by a factor of $\sqrt{3}$ using the adjacent scan. The second belt has a wider operating bandwidth of 1 MHz and multi-frequency operation. The image frame rate is 122 frame/s, the fastest wearable EIT reported to date. It measures impedance with 98% accuracy and has less than 0.5 Ω and 1° variation across all channels. In addition the ASIC facilitates several other functionalities to provide supplementary clinical information at the bedside.

With the advancement of technology and the ever-increasing fusion of computer and machine into daily life, a seamless HMI system that can recognize hand gestures and motions and allow the control of robotic machines or prostheses to perform dexterous tasks, is a target of research. Originally developed as an imaging technique, EIT can be used with a machine learning technique to track bones and muscles movement towards understanding the human user’s intentions and ultimately controlling prosthetic hand applications.

For this application, an analog front-end ASIC is designed using 0.35-µm standard process technology with ±1.65 V power supplies. It comprises a current driver capable of differential drive and a low noise (9µVrms) IA with a CMRR of 80 dB. The function modules occupy an area of 0.07 mm². Using the ASIC, a complete HMI system based on the EIT principle for hand prosthesis control has been presented, and the user’s forearm inner bio-impedance redistribution is assessed. Using artificial neural networks, bio-impedance redistribution can be learned so as to recognise the user’s
intention in real-time for prosthesis operation. In this work, eleven hand motions are designed for prosthesis operation. Experiments with five subjects show that the system can achieve an overall recognition accuracy of 95.8%.
Impact Statement
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- An innovative active electrode EIT system architecture using active instrumentation amplifiers and summation topology has been proposed. Compared to the conventional active buffer topology, the system has the advantage of offering a higher common mode rejection ratio and better noise performance.
- With the developed EIT based human-machine interface device, the potential of using EIT for hand prosthesis control is evaluated. The merit of EIT for this application compared to existing methods is analysed, and possible future research direction is proposed for this emerging EIT application.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is an impedance mapping technique that can be used to image the inner impedance distribution of the subject under test (SUT). Such a system uses an array of electrodes that are presented to the SUT to inject a known alternating current while measuring the resulting potentials developed on the same or other electrodes. The recorded potentials reflect the electrical properties of the SUT which can be used to map an inner impedance distribution image which permits the estimation and analysis of the inner conductivity (resistivity) distribution, or re-distribution that is occurring in the SUT. Ever since the feasibility of EIT was first reported for biological SUT in the 1980s by Barber and Brown [1], this technique has been intensively researched towards a non-invasive imaging technique for biomedical applications. As different biological tissues have different electrical properties, whose electrical properties vary due to physiological or pathological reasons [2], EIT can be used to evaluate tissue bio-impedance variations that could aid clinical evaluation. After years of research and development, EIT has proven its feasibility and potential in a number of biomedical applications including brain, breast, abdominal and prostate imaging.

This work focuses on EIT system hardware advancement using complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology and presents the design and testing of several application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) and their successful use in
two biomedical applications, namely, neonatal lung function monitoring and human-machine interface (HMI) for prosthetic hand control.

1.1.1 Thorax application with special needs – Neonate lung monitoring

Patients in respiratory failure often require mechanical ventilation. However, this life-saving therapy can impose other health risks to patients. Since 1995, because of better awareness of the risks, significant research has been done on ventilator-induced or associated lung injury with mechanical ventilation, and as a result lung protective ventilation (LPV) strategies have been proposed [3]. The LPV strategies call for patient specific ventilation parameter settings such as tidal volume and respiratory rate. These strategies encourage new tools for lung regional behaviour monitoring to better guide the ventilation parameters settings. During respiration, large volumes of conductivity re-distribution occur physiologically due to air flows. The use of thorax EIT can offer a non-invasive continuous image of pulmonary impedance that indicates lung behaviour during, for example, mechanical ventilation. As a result, thorax EIT is doubtless the most prominent EIT biomedical application.

Compared to adult patients, the situation is more severe for pre-term neonates. Each year fifteen million babies are born prematurely, and up to 30% suffer from lung disease [4], [5]. Although respiratory support, especially mechanical ventilation, can improve their survival, it also can cause injury to their vulnerable lungs resulting in severe and chronic pulmonary morbidity lasting into adulthood [6]. Heterogeneity of lung aeration, resulting in areas of lung over inflation and lung collapse, plays a crucial part in the risk of mortality and morbidity due to respiratory failure.

EIT is non-invasive and compared with conventional imaging techniques such as X-ray and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), it is inexpensive and radiation-free, while at the same time it can facilitate long-term and real-time dynamic monitoring of lung aeration without the need of co-operation from the patient. EIT lends itself particularly well to the development of a neonatal lung function monitoring/imaging
system in the form of wearable technology (e.g., wearable belt) that could be used at the bedside. Driven by the promising future of neonatal thorax EIT, clinical uses of EIT for lung aeration and ventilation monitoring on neonatal and paediatric patients have been frequently reported with positive results [7]. Many potential clinical applications of neonatal thorax EIT are highlighted in [8] such as detecting end-expiratory lung volumes as the indication for lung disease progression, studying neonatal breathing patterns and detecting adverse events.

Figure 1.1: Vision of a wearable multi-vital sign monitoring EIT system for neonatal application.

Despite the promising results reported in many clinical studies, a number of challenges still remain that prevent EIT to progress from research to daily clinical use [9], [10].

In terms of clinical usability, the passive EIT systems [see Figure 2.22 (b)] are impractical to apply in the clinical environment. The multi-leads EIT electrodes also cause cluttering on the neonatal’ s small chest areas where other vital signs such as heart-rate, and respiratory rate monitoring devices should be attached to. This motivates the development of a compact, wearable and multi-vital sign monitoring EIT system for neonatal lung function monitoring as shown in Figure 1.1.
In terms of hardware design, the major advancements this work focuses on are the active-electrode implementation, EIT image frame-rate, EIT system bandwidth.

EIT image is sensitive to measurement error, often due to unwanted parasitic capacitance effects, noise and common-mode voltage [10]. This motivates the use of active electrodes (see section 2.3.3), as well as novel common-mode feedback techniques towards better noise-performance and high common-mode signal suppression. Also, as an impedance measurement device, the system should be able to measure impedance values with high accuracy (provide measurement results that are close to the known impedance value).

By solving the inverse problem, imaging is used to interpret measured EIT data, and due to the nature of solving an ill-posed inverse problem during image reconstruction, EIT images do not offer high spatial resolution\(^1\) [11]. Thus, differential imaging\(^2\) is widely adopted in lung monitoring application. This lead EIT to focus on providing images with a high frame-rate (also referred as temporal resolution\(^3\)) [12]. High frame-rate allows more precise analysis of impedance variation at individual moment during a respiration cycle and allows detection of rapid physiological changes continuously at the bedside. For adult lung reparation monitoring, up to 50 fps (frame per second) is implemented in commercial EIT system [13] to follow the pattern of regional inflation of lung e.g. demonstrate areas which inflate faster than other to show tidal recruitment [14] or monitoring intrathoracic impedance caused by perfusion under apnea [15]. As neonates breathing cycle is twice as fast as adults, this motivates for a higher frame-rate of > 100 fps for the targeted application.

Finally, different bio-tissues have different electrical properties as well as frequency response that may be concealed when performing EIT measurement only

---

1. spatial resolution: Number of pixels utilized in the construction of an image to identify detailed spatial information
2. differential imaging: Imaging inner impedance distribution variation within the object between times intervals
3. temporal resolution: Time required for acquisition of a single frame of image
at one single excitation frequency. This motivates for wideband, multi-frequency analysis towards tissue differentiation (see section 2.3.1.1).

1.1.2 A promising application emerging – EIT for human-machine interfaces

Control of the hand to perform tasks and to communicate with others is doubtless one of human’s most valuable assets. With the advancement of technology and the ever-increasing fusion of computer and machine into daily life, a seamless HMI system that can recognize hand gestures and motions and provide the control of robotic machines and prostheses to perform dexterous tasks, is a target of research. Once established, this link between humans and machines can greatly enhance the quality of life, with applications ranging from better control of robotics in, for example, surgery operations, restoring a degree of normality to amputees or safely handling hazardous materials. With such promising motivation, a variety of approaches has been reported to recognise hand gesture and motion recognition for HMI.

Hand motion capture systems can be classified into two main categories [16]. Category A - Image based: It uses a camera to ‘see’ the gestures and software to interpret the image. The technology has been developed since the nineties with many reported applications [17]. In addition to cameras, depth sensor, are incorporated into the system to improve sensitivity and accuracy [18]. The limitation of this HMI is the requirement for line-of-sight and may not be suitable for prosthesis-related applications. Category B - Non-image based: An alternative approach is to capture the hand motions through a glove equipped with e.g. bend sensors [19]. Glove based HMI has the benefit of being simple and robust but is limited in its range of applications. The most frequently used method is surface electromyography (sEMG). While hand motion is performed, the muscle cells are neurologically activated and generate voltage potentials. By placing electrodes on the skin surface, the voltage potentials can be measured near
these muscle groups. Because different motions activate different muscle groups, successive recorded data can be used for motion classification. This type of HMI can be applied to our daily life as a wearable gadget [20]; it has been dominantly used in active/functional prostheses. According to [21] up to 50% of upper-limb prostheses are based on sEMG. Although sEMG has been generally successful, its signal is very susceptible to noise and interference. EIT is an alternative way of recording raw bio-signals that operate independently with sEMG systems to enhance HMI system performance.

Figure 1.2: Cross-section of the forearm with electrodes placed for EIT.

A cross-section view of the forearm is shown in Figure 1.2, the muscles that control hand motions can be generally grouped into flexors in the anterior surface, and extensors in the posterior surface surrounding the radius and ulna bones, and the hand motion is heavily related to the physical movement of these muscles and bones in the forearm. As different tissues possess different electrical properties, when hand motion occurs, bones and muscles movement resulting in internal impedance re-distribution that can be recorded and ultimately related back to hand motions. These bio-impedance re-distributions can be captured using EIT with an array of electrodes that are wrapped around the forearm.
Originally developed as an imaging technique, EIT has only recently been used for HMI related applications [22], [23]. Compared to thorax applications, HMI EIT is still in its early stages, and the performance of existing systems is limited (see section 2.4.3). This motivates further hardware advancement where an ASIC can be integrated into a compact wearable hand motion recognition EIT system. Using a machine learning algorithm, the bio-impedance pattern can be learned so as to recognize the user’s movement intention accurately. The system recognition accuracy is defined as ‘percentage of correct predictions’ after a set of measured data is classified by the machine learning algorithm.

1.2 Aim and Objectives

In this work, the scope is to develop novel CMOS circuits and wearable systems to better facilitate EIT use in biomedical applications. The aim and objectives of this work are detailed below:

1. The research carried out for the neonatal thorax application is part of the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Continuous Regional Analysis Device for neonate Lung (CRADL) research project. CRADL aims to provide a respiratory management tool using EIT that can be practically and widely adopted in the neonatal and pediatric clinical area. The research objective is to develop active electrode EIT systems for neonate thorax applications. Systems using ASICs and novel architectures should reduce unwanted parasitic capacitance effect, and improve noise performance, common-mode suppression, as well as system bandwidth and image frame-rate. The system also incorporates other vital clinical functionalities towards achieving wider clinical acceptance.

2. To carry out preliminary studies on prosthesis hand control using and developing an advanced HMI EIT system in CMOS technology to further research this
important new application. The aim is to investigate the potential problems and identify possible future hardware development and research direction for this application.

3 To propose and implement innovative circuitry that play a crucial role in EIT hardware, such as the active current driver, instrumentation amplifier (IA) and impedance demodulation circuit to better facilitate the development of EIT system.

Some of the digital circuits presented in this thesis have been accomplished in collaboration with Dr Dai Jiang, University College London. The wearable belt fabric dressings for thorax application presented in this thesis have been designed in collaboration with, and fabricated by redLoop, Middlesex University, London.

1.3 Thesis Overview

The thesis is organised as follows. An overview of EIT is given in Chapter 2, including the principle of operation of EIT, EIT hardware specification, EIT system architectures and a review of the state-of-the-art EIT systems. Chapter 3 describes the first EIT system developed, namely the CRADLvision 1.0. It uses an ASIC to perform both current injection and voltage recording using active electrodes. In Chapter 4, a novel EIT active electrode system architecture is presented with an improved, highly integrated active electrode ASIC; this is the CRADLvision 2.0 EIT system, developed with superior system performance and functionalities. It is able to detect lung respiration, breathing cycles, heart rate and track boundary shapes. In Chapter 5, the HMI system for hand prosthesis control is presented. The system is in the form of wearable band and is able to capture hand-motions using EIT with a 98.5% accuracy. Its medium-term performance is investigated, and the merits as well as the limits of
EIT as an HMI system are identified. Finally, conclusions and ideas for future work are presented in Chapter 6.

1.4 List of publications

The work described in the thesis has resulted in the following publications.

Journal publications:


Conference publications:


Chapter 2

An overview of EIT

2.1 Introduction

In the early 1920s, geologists injected currents into the earth and analysed the geological structure by measuring the voltage induced on the earth surface. By analysing the conductivity distribution of different layers, underground mineral resources can be predicted. This is an early form of EIT, and it is not until the 1980s that EIT was introduced as a medical imaging technique. Its imaging concept is similar to computed tomography (CT), but uses electrical impedance measurements from the SUT, so is described as ‘Electrical Impedance Tomography’.

This chapter provides an overview of EIT technology, starting from the basic operation of EIT which is introduced in section 2.2. A study of the EIT hardware specification is given in section 2.3, specifically on the fundamentals of the bio-impedance measurement technique, and the analog front-end specification of the EIT system. Section 2.4 covers EIT system architectures with an EIT system review given, and finally the conclusion is given in section 2.5.

2.2 Basic of EIT operation

A simplified demonstration of EIT is shown in Figure 2.1. The SUT in this example is an enclosed cube model shown in Figure 2.1(a) where its boundaries are marked by the orange lines. The model has a uniformly distributed inner conductivity known as
Using two electrode plates, a constant current is injected and flows through the model from $I^+ \text{ to } I^-$. The flow of the current is indicated by the red arrow. Due to this current, voltage is induced that is measurable on the model’s surface. The black horizontal lines are the induced equipotential lines. By placing a voltage amplifier on the surface of this model as shown, $V_{out}$ can be measured for analysis.

Figure 2.1: A simplified EIT concept illustration (a) Top view of the model with a constant current injection. (b) The same model with conductive cylinder immersed. (c) The same model with insulative cylinder immersed, the colour bar indicates normalized electrical potential.

As shown in Figure 2.1(b), if a circular conductive solid cylinder ($\sigma_{cylinder} > \sigma_{sut}$) is immersed inside the SUT, the uniform conductivity is then disturbed. When current is applied, the flow of the current indicated by the red arrows which were once uniformly going downwards is now deflected inward because more current flows inside the cylinder; at the same time, the equipotential lines which will always be perpendicular to the current flow are curved accordingly. If $V_{out}$ is measured by the same amplifier
at the same position, a reduction in voltage can be detected at the cube model’s surface. When $\sigma_{\text{cylinder}} < \sigma_{\text{SUT}}$ as shown in Figure 2.1(c), the field lines will be parallel (tangential) to the surface of the insulated cylinder because there is little current through it, and this leads to a voltage increase for $V_{out}$. Effectively, the amplifier measures the equivalent impedance between its input terminals with current injection.

In this example, if the solid cylinder only moves up and down the centre vertical line, having multiple amplifiers evenly placed alongside the cube wall can measure the voltage distribution developed. One can then estimate the location and the electrical property of the immersed object by simply monitoring the changes in voltages and compare them to the original voltage values when the cube contains no solid cylinder. This is the basic concept of EIT: Measurement of changes in terms of conductivity or resistivity distribution happening within the SUT.

Figure 2.2: A typical EIT adjacent rotation scan illustration with an array of 8 electrodes.
In a further step, to fully obtain the inner conductivity distribution map of the SUT (now a cylinder), an array of electrodes is attached to the circumference of the SUT. The voltages developed due to rotating current injection are measured sequentially according to a pre-set scan pattern. This allows a set of data that can better represent the inner conductivity distribution of the SUT to be obtained. This pre-defined injection and measurement pattern is called EIT scan pattern or driven sequence. There are a number of different scan patterns, and each has its own merit and pitfalls [24]. The most frequently used scan pattern is called the ‘adjacent scan pattern’ whose operation is shown in Figure 2.2.

For eight electrode EIT as shown in Figure 2.2, there are 8 cycles of rotation. In each rotation a current is injected a selected pair of electrodes, the voltage amplifier stepwise measures the resulting differential voltage across each pair of remaining electrodes. It should be noted that the electrode combination selected for voltage measurement does not involve any of the current injection electrodes, this is due to contact impedance issues which will be explained in section 2.3.1.2. Once all the voltages are captured, a new rotation cycle begins. In the new cycle, the current is injected through the next adjacent electrode pair and a second set of voltages is recorded. This is repeated until all the electrode combinations have been used for current injection. After all available possible electrode pairs have been applied an EIT scan is fully completed. Ignoring the injecting electrodes for measurement, \((n - 3) \times n\) voltage readings are collected in an EIT scan where \(n\) is the number of electrodes used.

As explained earlier, EIT is often used, particularly in lung monitoring, to capture the changes occurring inside the SUT. Thus, to reconstruct an image, two complete EIT scans with a time-difference is normally required. This is called 'time-difference' or 'differential imaging'. The reconstructed image then shows the changes happened \(\Delta t\) or a number of \(\Delta t\) later compared to in the initial state of the SUT. With differential imaging, any static element e.g. voltage due to the sternum and rib cage while imaging
the respiration of lungs, is seen as a common-mode (CM) signal which can be cancelled out in the final image. After the data is ready, as shown in Figure 2.3, the reconstruction software creates a finite element model (FEM) using the contour of the SUT as the boundary condition. This model is also based on the specific operation conditions of EIT including the number of electrodes, the electrode placement and scan patterns etc. Using the data collected, the inverse-problem solver tries to recover the alteration in conductivity that has caused such particular voltage variations between the two data sets and presents its estimated conductivity alteration inside the FEM model.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.3: The overall operation flow of EIT - from measurement to image.**

Solving the inverse-problem is an important but challenging step in EIT technique [25]. This is because with a finite number of electrodes, the number of independent measured data is often fewer than that of the conductivity elements in the FEM model. The algorithms try to solve a mathematically ill-posed equation, and a small amount of noise within the measured data can result in large errors [26]. The EIT image reconstruction software used in this work is adapted from EIDORS [27] (an open
source EIT software for image reconstruction). In-depth theory and implementation of the reconstruction algorithms is also a topic of research and is not within the scope of this work.

2.3 Study of EIT hardware specification

2.3.1 Fundamentals in bio-impedance measurement (BIM)

2.3.1.1 Introduction to bio-impedance

Biological tissue has electrical properties that can be measured and studied to provide valuable information about their physiological as well as pathological conditions [28], [29]. These properties include both electrical conductivity ($\sigma$) and relative permittivity ($\varepsilon_r$) which are attributed to the fundamental cell structure. A simplified cell structure is shown in Figure 2.4.

![Figure 2.4: The structure of a cell and its corresponding Fricke equivalent circuit. Re: extracellular resistance, Rm: membrane resistance and Cm: membrane capacitance, and Ri: intracellular resistance.

The cell is surrounded by the extracellular fluid containing ions and electrolyte with its intracellular fluid and other structures enclosed by a lipid bilayer membrane [30].]
The extracellular as well as intracellular fluid contribute to the conductive properties whereas the lipid bilayer membrane contains two layers of glycerol lipids [31] that electrically act as a capacitor.

To better aid the circuit analysis, the equivalent circuit is proposed by Fricke [32] to model the cell electrical structure as a combination of resistors and capacitors as shown in Figure 2.4. As a result of tissue diversity, this suggests that the ac bio-impedance characteristics can be used for tissues feature identification [33].

![Figure 2.5: Tissue conductivity and relative permittivity with respect to frequency [34].](image)

As shown in Figure 2.5, the relative permittivity and the conductivity of the biological tissues vary with respect to frequency and are divided into three dispersion regions [34]. The alpha (α) dispersion ranges from few Hz up to 10 kHz; it is attributed to various mechanisms as stated in [34] e.g. the existence of the sarcoplasmic reticulum in the muscle tissue. The beta (β) dispersion starts from 100 kHz up to 10 MHz, but levels off around 1 MHz. This dispersion region is related to the cellular structure of tissues which reflect structural changes and indicate pathological status that is of interest to the clinical applications [35]. The gamma (γ) dispersion is due to water contained within the tissues and cells, and it takes place from GHz which is beyond the bandwidth of concern.
2.3.1.2 BIM techniques and electrode interfaces

Hydrated ions such as Na+, H+ and Cl- are the charge carriers inside the tissues, whereas, in the electronic system, the charge carriers are the free moving electrons. When the electrode is in contact with the electrolyte (e.g. skin), it acts as the medium to make the charge transfer. The transfer can be done through Faradaic or non-Faradaic processes [36].

![Electrical model for electrode-to-skin interface](image)

Figure 2.6: Electrical model for electrode-to-skin interface. Left, gel electrode, and right, simplified model from [37].

For the non-Faradaic process, the electrode-electrolyte interface can be modelled as a capacitor $C_d$ due to a double layer structure formed between the interfaces. The type of electrode in the non-Faradaic process is called a polarisable electrode. Whereas for the Faradaic process, oxidation or reduction reaction occurs depending on the direction of current flow. In this process, the interface is modelled as a Faradaic resistor and this type of electrode is known as a non-polarizable electrode. As there is no perfect polarizable or non-polarizable electrode, both Faradaic and non-Faradaic processes can occur in parallel, and as a result, the equivalent model of the electrode-skin interface is shown in Figure 2.6. Detailed electrochemical processes are not considered in this work.
Figure 2.7: Bio-impedance measurement technique (a) two-electrode (b) four-electrode.  

As shown, $E_{hc}$ is the equilibrium potential from the electrode-electrolyte interface, $C_d$ and $R_d$ are the electrode-electrolyte interface impedance and $R_s$ is the electrolyte resistance. $E_{se}$ is the equilibrium potential for the electrolyte-skin interface, and $C_e$, $R_e$ are the epidermis layer impedance and $R_u$ is the dermis layer resistance [37]. This combination of impedances is considered to be the electrode impedance $Z_e$. $Z_e$ is usually much larger than the body tissue impedance $Z_{sut}$ but the value of electrode impedance varies depends on the size, material and how the electrode is applied, e.g. gel/dry electrode where $Z_{dry} \gg Z_{gel}$.

A comprehensive study of electrode characteristics for EIT is reported in [38]. The contact impedance of different types of electrodes is measured using the two-electrode measurement technique as shown in Figure 2.7(a), and the results are shown in Figure 2.8. It can be seen that at 1 kHz, the contact impedance could be much higher than 10 kΩ but drops to 1 kΩ when the signal frequency increases above 100 kHz. In addition, more information relating to tissue characteristics can be collected with wideband excitation (according to $\beta$-dispersion). Thus it suggests that the EIT system should have a wide bandwidth from 100 kHz up to 1 MHz. However, conventional passive EIT systems have limited bandwidth due to the parasitic capacitance effect [39]. As a
result, many clinical EIT studies for thorax EIT were carried out at one fixed frequency e.g. 50 kHz and this has limited the potential of bio-impedance analysis [40].

Figure 2.8: Measured electrode contact impedance reported in [38].

As shown in Figure 2.7(a), the two-electrode measurement technique gives the contact impedance $Z_c = 2 \times Z_e + Z_{sut}$, where $Z_e \gg Z_{sut}$. To obtain only tissue impedance $Z_{sut}$, the standard bio-impedance measurement technique used is the four-electrode technique as shown in Figure 2.7(b). When taking a voltage measurement, the electrode impedance $Z_{e3}$ and $Z_{e4}$ is in series with the high input impedances of the voltage amplifier, so that the voltage measured is only attributed to the tissue impedance. Furthermore, during EIT, when the voltage scan overlaps with the current injecting electrode, it measures full or part of the electrode impedance $Z_e$. Not only do the resulting high voltages saturate the amplifier but also are unrelated to inner impedance changes thus is considered unreliable for image reconstruction. As a result, as shown in Figure 2.2, the EIT scan data does not include any combinations that involves current injection electrodes.

The electrodes also have noise characteristics which depend on a number of factors. It is reported in [41] that skin preparation (e.g. cleaned with alcohol) can reduce the electrode noise by up to 80%, [41] also shows that the noise increases from less
than 2.5 $\mu V_{rms}$ to almost 200 $\mu V_{rms}$ in a 500 Hz bandwidth due to muscle activity. The noise is also related to skin-electrode contact condition (gel wet or dry), and electrode size. In [42], it is shown that the noise in a dry electrode can be up to 10 times higher compared to a wet/gel electrode, also it reported that smaller size electrodes tend to be more noisy than larger ones. Finally, the noise of the electrode is highly dependent on the electrode material as shown in [43], the Cu-Ni fabric electrode has a noise density measured up to $1 mV/\sqrt{Hz}$ whereas a Cu-Ni-Au electrode has only 93 $\mu V/\sqrt{Hz}$.

The circuit shown in Figure 2.7(b) is considered as the analog-front-end of a BIM system. To extract the bio-impedance value, namely the real and imaginary part of the impedance component, demodulation is required. There are two well-known demodulation techniques, the first is I-Q demodulation or coherence detection. Its operation principle is shown in Figure 2.9.

![Figure 2.9: I-Q demodulation for bio-impedance measurement.](image)

First an excitation voltage $V_i \cdot \sin(\omega t)$ is generated. This voltage is sent to the current driver which converts the $V_i$ to a current $I_i \cdot \sin(\omega t)$. The current passes through the tissue with a bio-impedance of $Z_t$ and using an IA, the voltage developed on $Z_t$ is measured as $V_o$ which is equal to:

$$V_o = I_i \cdot Z_t \cdot A \cdot \sin(\omega t + \theta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where $\theta$ is the phase delay due to the $Z_t$ with respect to $V_i$, and $A$ is the gain of IA. The original excitation voltage $V_i$ is sent on two paths namely I (in phase), and Q (quadrature phase). In the Q path, a 90-degree phase shift is added to the $V_i$ and in
both paths, the in phase and quadrature phase signal is multiplied by the output voltage $V_o$. This yields the following multiplication equation:

For the in-phase part:

$$V_i \times V_o = l_i Z_t A \cdot \sin(\omega t + \theta) \cdot V_i \cdot \sin(\omega t)$$

$$= \frac{l_i Z_t A \cdot V_i}{2} \cdot [\cos(\theta) - \cos(2\omega t + \theta)]$$

(2.2)

For the quadrature-phase part:

$$V_{i, \text{quadrature phase}} \times V_o = l_i Z_t A \cdot \sin(\omega t + \theta) \cdot V_i \cdot \sin(\omega t + 90)$$

$$= \frac{l_i Z_t A \cdot V_i}{2} \cdot [\cos(\theta - 90) - \cos(2\omega t + \theta + 90)]$$

(2.3)

The low-pass filter (LPF) after the multipliers removes the high-frequency component from equation (2.2) and (2.3), and gives the following dc component:

$$I_{\text{demo}} = \frac{l_i Z_t A \cdot V_i}{2} \cdot \cos(\theta)$$

(2.4)

$$Q_{\text{demo}} = \frac{l_i Z_t A \cdot V_i}{2} \cdot \cos(\theta - 90) = \frac{l_i Z_t A \cdot V_i}{2} \cdot \sin(\theta)$$

(2.5)

By dividing a known factor $\frac{l_i A \cdot V_i}{2}$, the above can be converted back to the corresponding impedance component:

$$\text{Re}\{Z_t(\omega)\} = Z_t \cdot \cos(\theta) = \frac{2 \times I_{\text{demo}}}{l_i \cdot A \cdot V_i}$$

(2.6)

$$\text{Im}\{Z_t(\omega)\} = Z_t \cdot \sin(\theta) = \frac{2 \times Q_{\text{demo}}}{l_i \cdot A \cdot V_i}$$

(2.7)

The I-Q demodulation can be performed based on either analog or digital implementations. For example, with analog implementation, the in-phase and quadrature signal can be generated by e.g. a quadrature oscillator [44] whereas for digital implementation, a digital to analog converter (DAC) based direct digital synthesis (DDS) can be used. Each implementation has its own merits and pitfalls [45]. For the analog approach, the circuit may require less power and as the final signal is dc, the requirement for the analog to digital converter (ADC) is much relaxed. However, the challenge may lie in producing precise and wideband I-Q signals, and good performance analog multipliers.
Furthermore, to obtain the dc signal, the LPF may require a large time constant. This leads to long settling time and reduces overall EIT scanning speed. For the digital implementation, as all the signal processing is done in the digital domain using e.g. Field-programmable gate array (FPGA), it offers more precise control, high-speed operation. More importantly, the digital approach offers more flexibility and room for modification and upgrade. However, the digital processing may require more power, also high precision, and high speed converters are considered necessary.

The alternative demodulation method is magnitude and phase demodulation. It is based on the fact that, other than real and imaginary component, it gives identical information when the impedance magnitude $Z_t$ and phase $\theta$ is obtained as shown in equation (2.6) and (2.7). When current is injected into the tissue, the voltage measured $V_o$ as shown in equation (2.1) already contains these two components in the time-domain output sine wave. The principle of the magnitude and phase demodulation method is to extract the amplitude of $V_o$ for impedance magnitude and the time delay between $V_i$ and $V_o$ for the phase $\theta$ extraction. The circuit implementation is shown in Figure 2.10. For magnitude detection, a peak detector can be implemented to capture the peak value that is equal to $I_i \cdot Z_t \cdot A$ in which the $I_i$ and $A$ is known. For the phase, two comparators are used to detect the zero crossings of $V_i$ and $V_o$, and through an XOR gate, the phase can be extracted by measuring the time difference between the zero crossing points of the two signals. This method is much simpler than the I-Q demodulation. However, it maybe be more susceptible to noise. Any dc offset

Figure 2.10: Magnitude and phase demodulation for bio-impedance measurement.
or noise in the signal could lead to error in the peak value detection. Also, due to input offsets, and the propagation delays of the comparators, accurate phase measurement maybe very difficult to obtain.

For wideband operation, other sources of errors in demodulation methods could be due to the limited bandwidth of the analog hardware. For example the current driver which converts the input voltage \( V_i \) to a output current according to a defined transconductance \( G_m \), however, as frequency increases, the nominal value of the transconductance decays, together with added phase delay with respect to the \( V_i \) as shown below:

\[
I_i(\omega) = \frac{V_i \cdot G_m \cdot \sin(\omega t + \Delta \varphi(\omega))}{\sigma(\omega)}
\]  

(2.8)

where \( \sigma(\omega) \) is the percentage decay in current driver’s transconductance, and \( \Delta \varphi(\omega) \) is the phase delay as a function of frequency.

2.3.1.3 Safety

For bio-impedance measurement, the main safety concerns are in respect of current injection. The current injection must comply with the IEC 60601-1 standard [46] which refers to the current injected by electrodes as ‘the patient auxiliary current’. At dc or low frequency, injection of current can lead to electrolysis at the electrode-tissue interface. The electrolysis at low frequency is irreversible and can cause damage to the tissue. At frequencies higher than 10 Hz, when oxidation or reduction reaction occurs it is reversible when the applied potential is reversed [47]. At higher frequencies, the safety concern is associated with stimulations which cause the sensation of pain and undesired muscle contractions. Moreover, excessive current injection generates heat that can lead to injury. This is one of the important reasons that voltage injection for bio-impedance measurement is not preferred, because changes within the SUT could result in lower impedances that lead to an excessive current drawn if not monitored.
The patient auxiliary current $I_l$ permissible by IEC60601-1 for bio-impedance measurement is frequency dependent as shown below:

$$ I_l = \begin{cases} 100 \times \frac{f}{1k\text{Hz}} \mu\text{A}_{\text{rms}} & @ 0.1 \text{ Hz} < f < 1 \text{ kHz} \\ 10 \mu\text{A}_{\text{rms}} & @ 1 \text{ kHz} < f < 100 \text{ kHz} \\ 100 \mu\text{A}_{\text{rms}} & @ 100 \text{ kHz} < f \end{cases} \quad (2.9) $$

Other medical device safety considerations may include device failure, protective earth return path, ESD protection and mains isolation.

### 2.3.2 EIT analog-front-end

#### 2.3.2.1 Current injection in EIT

The current driver is used to inject a load independent current into the tissue during bio-impedance measurement. As its performance significantly influences the measurement result in any EIT system, the following details must be considered when designing a current driver.

- **Bandwidth and output impedance:**

  When designing a current driver, the goal is to output a load-independent current within the frequency band of interest. Thus, the dominant pole should be located at high frequency to avoid transconductance roll-offs and output phase delays. At the same time, the current driver output impedance $Z_o$ should be maintained large enough to ensure that most of the current is delivered to the load. An ideal circuit model for the current driver is shown in Figure 2.11(a), where the current driver is a constant transconductance $G_m$ with an infinite output resistance $R_o$ regardless of the frequency of operation, so that all the current is delivered to the load $R_L$. 


Figure 2.11: The equivalent model for the current driver (a) with resistive load (b) with impedance CL, RL load and parasitic capacitance Cp.

However, the more realistic situation is shown in Figure 2.11(b). Due to limited bandwidth of the circuit, the $G_m$ of the current driver and its output impedance $Z_o$ varies with respect to frequency. As the frequency increases, the output current drops from its nominal value due to $G_m$ roll-off, together with increased phase delay. At the same time, the output impedance decreases, and the output current becomes less load-independent. It is reported in [48] that the current driver such as [49] employs a closed-loop feedback which measures the output current to keep it load independent, can achieve a wider bandwidth with a output impedance higher by a factor of the feedback loop gain.

Despite having a closed-loop feedback, because parasitic capacitance $C_p$ is not a part of the current driver feedback loop, the $C_p$ is inseparable from the load $Z_L$. It shunts away some output current and it appears that the current driver has an even lower output impedance. In addition, the parasitic capacitance introduces additional phase delay that does not originate from the bio-impedance load. For BIM, as current flows through $Z_L$, as shown in Figure 2.11(b), the system demodulates the amplitude and phase of the voltage developed on $Z_L$ with respect to the input voltage as

\[
V_{in} \rightarrow G_m(j\omega) \rightarrow Z_o(j\omega) \rightarrow C_p \rightarrow Z_L \rightarrow R_L
\]
described in section 2.3.1.2 to extract the value of $R_L$ and $C_L$. In this process, the parasitic capacitance introduces unwanted effect that leads to errors.

- **Current amplitude and differential injection:**
  As mentioned in section 2.3.1.3, over 100 kHz, up to $10 \ mA_{rms}$ can be injected into the SUT.

![Figure 2.12: (a) Single-ended current drive; (b) Fully differential drive.](image)

Because the amplitude of the induced voltage is proportional to the current amplitude, within the maximum safe limit, bearing in mind power consumption concerns, higher current injection results in better measurement signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To avoid output saturation when driving high impedance load, the current driver should also have a large voltage compliance.

An important design specification for EIT current injection is the use of fully differential drive as shown in Figure 2.12(b) compared to the single-ended drive shown in Figure 2.12(a). It uses two identical current drivers where the upper one sources current into the $R_L$ while the lower one sinks current to form a complete current path. As shown, in this drive mode, the load becomes floating, and this has several advantages. Firstly, the output impedance that the load sees is effectively doubled. Secondly, as the load is floating, the voltage compliance is also doubled under the
same supply compared to single-ended drive. Most importantly, compared to single-ended drive, even though the measured differential voltage is the same, the common-mode voltage seen by the IA is reduced from $\frac{V_a}{Z}$ to zero in the ideal case as shown in Figure 2.12.

In summary, the design of the current driver should employ a feedback mechanism with a loop that has large gain-bandwidth to achieve a constant transconductance with a sufficient output impedance $Z_o$. Efforts should be taken to reduce any unwanted parasitic capacitance effect which reduces the output impedance and leads to more phase error.

2.3.2.2 Voltage measurement in EIT

In the previous sections, the analysis was primarily based on a two-port load, however, for EIT measurement, as shown in Figure 2.2, several voltages are measured at different locations providing different voltage patterns. To this end, an alternative load model (an EIT phantom) is required for EIT system design, testing and calibration prior to any in-vivo test.

In general, there are two types of EIT phantom model, the physical and resistive phantom. The physical phantom consists of a liquid (saline solution) or gel inside a circular container with surface electrodes as shown in Figure 2.13 (a). When the phantom contains only the saline solution, a set of EIT voltages are measured and used as reference data to represent this initial state Figure 2.13 (a-1). Then other objects feature different conductivity can be inserted into the phantom. This causes an inner conductivity re-distribution which is also captured through EIT measurement Figure 2.13 (a-2). Using the data, a differential EIT image (see section 2.2) is produced as shown in Figure 2.13 (a-3). This image shows the regions where conductivity re-distribution occurred compared to the initial stage. Colour mapping method uses red to indicate higher conductivity and blue for lower conductivity as shown in Figure 2.13 (a-3).
Figure 2.13: (a) Generation of an EIT differential image using a physical phantom (b) EIT resistive phantom [50] used for evolution. Resistive element ⑤=100 Ω,④=196 Ω,③=63.4 Ω,②=6.34 Ω,①=68.1 Ω.

The resistive phantom serves the same purpose as a physical phantom only is made of a network of resistive (or possibly capacitive) elements to approximate a continuous homogeneous medium. The generation of such phantom models is based on the analogy between FEM and the matrix method for solving electrical circuits [51]. On applying a current through a pair of electrodes the resistive phantom can provide stable and reproducible voltage signals at other electrodes with realistic frequency content and amplitude ranges [52] and the inner impedance re-distribution is caused...
by making changes to specific variable elements during differential imaging. In terms of physical representation, it can be seen as impedance variation due to e.g. lung respiration.

A 32-electrode resistive phantom for general thorax EIT application [50] as shown in Figure 2.13 (b) is used for evaluation in this work. The phantom has electrodes evenly distributed around its circumference. Each numbered small circle represent a single resistive element, with five different resistances used. The resistive element marked by an X is the variable element.

![Figure 2.14: Voltage distribution measured from the resistive phantom using ideal components with 8, 16 and 32 electrode configurations excluding voltages on injection electrodes. The differential voltage pair position opposite the injection pair is marked as position zero for plotting purposes.](image)

When $R_x = R_1 = 68.1 \, \Omega$, the phantom is homogeneous which is the condition often used to demonstrate EIT voltage patterns. To better illustrate the unique EIT
voltage patterns, the phantom is tested with a current of 8 mA_{rms} injected between E1 and E2 at 100 kHz, and because the phantom is only resistive, frequency selection is irrelevant to the results. The differential voltage measurements start from E3-E4 and ends at E31-32 excluding injection electrodes according to adjacent EIT scanning system (see Figure 2.2). With two or four electrode steps, 16 or 8 electrode voltage patterns can also be recorded for comparison. The voltage patterns are plotted in Figure 2.14.

![Figure 2.15: Comparison of amplitude of the CM (common-mode) voltage at different electrode recording positions when applying single-ended and differential current drive methods with the DM (differential-mode) voltage outputs.](image)

Because most of the current injected into the SUT concentrates around its injecting location, the voltage amplitude drops as the electrode moves away from the injection point. As a result, a ‘U’ shaped voltage pattern is recorded. The dynamic changes in the voltage amplitude becomes larger as the number of electrode increase. For comparison, one can measure the dynamic range as $20 \cdot \log_{10} \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{V_{\text{min}}}$ and it results in
15 dB, 32 dB and 51 dB for 8 to 32 electrodes respectively. Thus, although higher electrode counts give more information, more stringent hardware specifications such as a lower noise, wider input linear-range, and wider dynamic gain are required.

The other critical specification for the voltage measurement is the CMRR. As shown in Figure 2.13, the IA measures the voltage difference between two electrodes. Therefore, any existing CM should be rejected by the IA CMRR. As mentioned in the section 2.3.2.1, the CM amplitude depends on how the current drive is managed (single or differential injection).

Considering the 32-electrode case, the common-mode and differential-mode voltages are plotted in Figure 2.15. The Y-axis is plotted in logarithmic scale to better illustrate the difference. As shown with single-ended current injection, the CM voltage remains at around 800 mV while the DM voltage drops to below 500 µV. As a result, the IA would require a CMRR of at least 107 dB to maintain < 1% measurement error (which is also suggested as in [53], [54]). When ideal differential current injection is implemented, the CM shown in blue in Figure 2.15, it follows a similar decreasing pattern as the DM voltage, and more importantly, the CM is zero while the DM is at its lowest value and significantly relaxes the CMRR requirement. However, non-ideal differential current driver [55], unbalanced electrode impedance and the neither well-defined nor homogeneous characteristic of the bio-SUT [56] continues to raise the demand of IA CMRR and 80 dB is often targeted in many literatures [57]–[60].

In summary, a larger number of electrodes provides more independent voltages and leads to increased EIT measurement quality, but often poses hardware challenges. It also increases the time taken to complete a full EIT scan which limits the available rate of change in real-time imaging. Other issues such as the size and cost of the hardware set a limit on the maximum number of electrodes that can be used in an EIT system. The commonly used number of electrodes is from 8 to 32 depending on the application. Also the design of a voltage measurement front-end should not only consider CMRR, low noise, and wide measurement dynamic range, but also take
system architecture into consideration such as the number of electrodes required and the current drive arrangement.

2.3.3 EIT system architecture

A typical an EIT system can be divided into three parts, the electrode-SUT interface, the central hub and the back-end processing unit. The electrode-SUT interface is the array of electrodes for connecting the hardware to the SUT. The central hub usually contains most of the electronics for EIT operational control. The back-end e.g. a laptop computer or dedicated digital signal processing (DSP) unit is responsible for data processing. In thorax or other imaging EIT systems, the back-end collects the data and applies the image reconstruction software to produce and display the image. For the HMI EIT, the back-end can be a data classifier e.g. an artificial network which firstly learns the features and pattern in the data sets and then is able to classify hand gestures.

The electronics consists of two functional blocks, the current injection and the voltage acquisition. Depending on how the electronics is arranged between the electrode-SUT interface and the central hub, the system architecture is classified as using passive or active electrode systems.
2.3.3.1 Passive vs active architecture

In passive EIT systems, the hub to electrode-SUT interface only contains cable links. All the electronic is implemented in the central hub some distance away from the electrodes. The circuit connection to electrodes are made through complex cables and switching networks.

![Diagram of Passive 8 electrode EIT system architecture.](image)

Figure 2.16: Passive 8 electrode EIT system architecture.

A typical passive EIT system architecture is shown in Figure 2.16. The system consists of the signal modulation unit which generates a voltage signal for current excitation and also receives the recorded voltages from the recording front-end for signal demodulation as described in section 2.3.1.2. The key issue with this type of arrangement is the severe parasitic capacitance effect attributed from cables and switches. The parasitic capacitance due to typically one-meter length cables can be from 50 to 200 pF and switching networks could also contribute ~20 pF.
Figure 2.17: Difference between active and passive EIT systems, $Z_e$ is the contact electrode impedance, and $C_p$ is the cable parasitic capacitance with shielding and $C_s$ is the FPC track parasitic capacitance without shielding, $C_{mux}$ is the switch parasitic capacitance.

As discussed in section 2.3.2.1, for current injection, the value of parasitic capacitance $C_p$ should be as small as possible. For voltage measurement as shown in Figure 2.17(a), the passive arrangement has a significant length of cable with associated capacitance $C_p$ between the IA and the high output impedance (due to $Z_e$) signal source. The electrode contact impedance $Z_e$ and the parasitic capacitance $C_p$ form an R-C filter that lowers the input impedance of the IA.

This signal attenuation effect varies as both $R$ and $C$ values are not well defined and can vary due to movement or electrode-skin conditions. This further degrades the
system CMRR [61]. Furthermore, this high-impedance line is more susceptible to 
cross-talk and interference, and shielding is required [62]-[63]. To reduce the parasitic 
double shielding and active shield boot strapping are required, but such additional 
implementation is liable to cause instabilities in the system [64] and the thick shielded 
cables further lack flexibility to allow the belt to be in intimate contact with the SUT. To 
resolve this problem, active electrodes were suggested for EIT in [65], and [66].

As shown in Figure 2.17(b), the voltage controlled current driver and voltage buffer 
are placed in direct contact with the electrodes and the unwanted parasitic effect can 
be greatly reduced at the electrode circuit interface. For the current driver, the cable 
only carries a well-defined excitation signal to the driver’s input, while the parasitic 
capacitance at the driver’s output is minimised. For electrode voltage measurement 
the inserted buffer provides a high and stable input impedance with a small input 
capacitance $C_{in}$. At the same time, the buffer has a low output impedance which is in 
series with a switch whose on-resistance $R_{on}$, is small, so that the resultant RC filter 
effect is negligible. The results in [67] suggested that active buffer is less sensitive to 
contact impedance variation by one order of magnitude. And because of the low 
impedance line, shielding is no longer required, so that the cable can be managed in 
a more flexible and compact fashion.

2.3.3.2 Serial vs parallel architecture

In most of the EIT systems, there is only one current driver and one voltage 
acquisition device located in the central hub. This is referred to as a serial system. 
Such a system is simple and easy to build, but as shown in Figure 2.2, each voltage 
measurement within an EIT scan is taken $\Delta t$ later than the previous one. This means, 
there may be a significant delay from measurement to measurement in a data set that 
is used to represent the inner conductivity distribution of the SUT at a single moment 
in time. This could cause image artefacts if rapid physiological changes happen in the 
SUT.
In Figure 2.18, a system architecture with parallel voltage acquisitions is shown. All the voltage data can be measured simultaneously within a current rotation cycle. The EIT scanning speed is also referred as the image fps which can be defined as:

$$FPS = \frac{1}{T_{total}} = \frac{1}{\delta t * E_N^2 / N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

where $T_{total}$ is the total time required to produce an image, and $\delta t$ is time required per voltage recording, $E_N$ is the number of electrodes in the system, and N is number of parallel channels.

High frame rate (> 100 fps) is not only more suitable for monitoring neonates whose breathing is twice as fast as adults, but also can capture rapid physiological changes e.g., during high-frequency oscillatory ventilation. However, the parallel system is complex to implement and requires calibration.

2.3.3.3 Other useful system functionalities for thorax EIT

- **Heart rate and breath rate monitoring:**
  
  For the neonatal thorax EIT, the pre-term babies targeted are often ill and under mechanical ventilation in the intensive care unit. Thus, there will be other additional
vital sign monitoring devices, especially the ECG (electrocardiogram) heart-rate and breath rate monitoring. Because the babies have small chest circumferences, integration of such functionalities in a single system in the compact fashion will make EIT more accurate and attractive to clinical practices.

- **Positioning and torso shape tracking:**

  Belt position is important because it is common practice for nurses to rotate the babies in the chamber, and with different lying positions, and due to gravity, the lung moves inside the chest. Thus, the lying position should also be recorded and taken into consideration for image reconstruction.

  Regarding to the image reconstruction, conventionally, a single representative boundary model is obtained from CT scans and used for all patients. This one-size-fits-all practice can lead to image artefacts [68]. This artefact is shown in Figure 2.19. These EIT images intend to show the lung region with full inhalation. The blue areas are the higher impedance region due to lung inflation. As the accuracy of the FEM model is based on the boundary condition of the SUT (i.e. the shape of the chest), the lung regions are clearly shown in the bottom right image where the same boundary condition applies. Using the same data set, other three images are created but each with a lesser accurate boundary shape. As shown, the EIT images become more distorted and finally lose the lung region in the top left image. From that, it can be concluded that the patient-specific shape information should be recorded and incorporated into creating the FEM model. This can minimise the error artefacts in the reconstructed images and improve the image accuracy [69].
Figure 2.19: Reconstructed EIT images using the same set of data but different boundary conditions to illustrate that an accurate torso shape model can significantly improve the quality of lung EIT images [69].

2.4 Systems for biomedical EIT - A review

2.4.1 Passive EIT system for thorax EIT

The KHU Mark-2 [70] is a superior passive EIT system as shown in Figure 2.20(a). The system uses 16 electrodes with digital I-Q demodulation approaches achieving a bandwidth of 500 kHz. The advantage of the Mark-2 is that it uses a fully parallel system architecture to achieve a fast measurement frame-rate of 100 fps. Compare to serial architecture, Mark-2, uses many impedance measurement modules (IMM). The IMM can be seen as a fully integrated bio-impedance measuring device that can practice excitation as well as recording independently. This means that it can directly drive each cable and electrode without the need of switch networks.
Figure 2.20: (a) EIT system KHU Mark-2 (b) Simplified circuit system implementation [70].

For the analog front-end circuit design and implementation, the simplified schematic of the IMM is shown in Figure 2.20(b). The current injection is based on a Howland current driver [71] as shown in Figure 2.21.

![Howland current driver](image)

**Figure 2.21:** Howland current driver.

The output current of the circuit can be derived as:

$$I_{out} = \frac{V_l}{R_b} \left( \frac{R_2}{R_1} - \frac{R_a + R_b}{R_3} \right) - \frac{R_2}{R_1} \cdot \frac{V_in}{R_b}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

where $V_l = V_\cdot = V_+$ and if $\frac{R_1}{R_2} = \frac{R_a + R_b}{R_3}$:

$$G_m = \frac{I_{out}}{V_in} = \frac{1}{R_b}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

The output impedance of the circuit can be derived as:
\[ Z_o = \frac{R_b \left( 1 + \frac{R_a}{R_3} \right)}{R_2 - \frac{R_a + R_b}{R_3}} \]  

and if \( \frac{R_1}{R_2} = \frac{R_a + R_b}{R_3} \), then \( Z_o \) becomes infinitely large. However, such condition is difficult to achieve due to resistor mismatches. In addition, the circuit performance also relates to the performance of the operational amplifier (opamp) e.g. finite opamp open loop gain as detailed in [72].

In addition, due to its parallel structure, intensive calibration is required for the system to achieve a good performance [73]. Implemented at discrete level, not to mention the extra complexity and cost, the size of the IMMs make it impossible to be further integrated on to the electrode-SUT interface. Thus, cables are still needed to connect the hub to the electrodes and the shield drivers must be used.

After KHU Mark-2, a commercial product based on the passive system architecture known as the Dräger system [74] became available for adult thorax application on the same year. The system is as shown in Figure 2.22(a), based on in [74], it is suggested that the Dräger uses serial passive EIT system architecture achieving a bandwidth of 130 kHz and a frame rate of 30 fps. The highlight of the system is its commercialised electrode-SUT interface which is made into a form of wearable belt. However, for neonatal applications, such a belt is not available. Thus, in EIT clinical trials, the cable based passive electrode-SUT interface are placed on babies for lung function monitoring [75]-[76] as shown in Figure 2.22(b). As a result, there are limited usage of EIT in clinical applications with such impractical ways of electrode installation. Even with a miniaturised version of the Dräger belt, the silicon electrode with snap button is still considered unsuitable for long term monitoring because its non-permeable nature provokes skin irritation.
2.4.2 Active EIT systems for thorax EIT

Although some of the more recognizable systems have gone through several updates [70], [77], [78], EIT is still not ready for daily clinical practice due to image qualities affected by limitations in the hardware as well as stray capacitance degradation caused by the impractical electrode-SUT interfaces as discussed in section 2.3.3.1. In pursuing better EIT performance as well as more comfortable and functional electrode-SUT interfaces, active electrodes and wearable belts have become popular.

Figure 2.23: (a) active electrode on the wearable belt. (b) The active electrode system architecture [67].
The first wearable EIT system that uses 32 active electrodes is reported in [67] as shown in Figure 2.23. It has incorporated active electrodes by integrating voltage buffers onto the electrodes. The large parasitic capacitances are isolated to the output of the active buffer as shown in Figure 2.17. As a result, the cable and shielding in passive system is no longer required and a compact wearable belt can be implemented. The system uses digital I-Q demodulation and achieves a bandwidth of 200 kHz with 30 fps. However, it can be seen that compared to the ideal active electrode topology shown in Figure 2.17, the current source (current driver) of the system is still placed in the hub. This is due to the challenges in integrating multiple Howland current drivers at the electrodes, because of the resistor matching issue, and the active electrode size limitations. Due to a large parasitic capacitance, high output impedance of a central current driver cannot be maintained at high frequencies. This not only results in variable output current which decreases the measurement accuracy, and the system operating bandwidth.

To minimize noise and improve hardware performance while keeping the size small, ASIC are suggested for active EIT systems. Figure 2.24 shows an EIT system implemented using an ASIC. Given the advantages in using CMOS designs, many circuit functions can be integrated into a single chip. This chip forms a system-on-chip (SoC) ASIC that can be bonded onto a wearable belt. Despite offering certain advantages such as low-power and good compatibility, as a design trade-off, this work employs a full analog approach for I-Q signal generation and demodulation. Operating 16 electrode with 6 parallel read-out channels, the system only achieves 20 fps. For the analog front-end, the V/I converter employs an open-loop topology which has limited bandwidth and output impedance. For voltage recording, without active buffer, acquisition channel still may suffer from the parasitic effect described earlier as the electrodes are still some distance from the core electronics.
Figure 2.24: (a) Active belt assembly (b) ASIC system on chip architecture [79].

Another commercial device is shown in Figure 2.25 [13]. Based on the information given, it has system topology similar to [67] but ASIC are used inside its wearable belt. This commercial device is capable operating at 150 kHz with a frame rate of 50 fps. It also introduced a more clinical friendly electrode-SUT interface. It is in the form of a wearable belt based on silver-coated conductive textile fabrics which are considered suitable for neonatal thorax applications.

Figure 2.25: The Swisstom BB\(^2\) system [13].

At the time of writing, two wearable EIT systems for thorax application have been reported. The first is shown in Figure 2.26 [80], its main EIT hardware implementation
is based on the KHU Mark-2, but also features other vital sign monitoring, such as ECG, and peripheral capillary oxygen saturation (SpO₂).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.26: KHU multi-functional wearable EIT device [80].**

The system has been redesigned to feature active electrodes. The active electrode is implemented on a small printed circuit board (PCB) which is mounted on a large flexible PCB. The active topology is similar to [67], where voltage buffers are placed at the electrode. It is reported that with 3 meters of cabling, the voltage acquisition maintains a constant SNR which would otherwise drop by 16 dB without the active buffers. While adding active electrode to enhance system performance and other useful clinical functions, compared to KHU Mark-2, the design focuses on clinical feasibility and EIT system performance. As a result, it can be seen that the parallel modules are reduced from 16 to only 4 in the main body, and the EIT operating frequency has been reduced to 11.25 kHz with a lower frame rate of 25 fps.

The second active electrode EIT system [81] is based on a different design concept called frequency division. The sensor is called a cooperative sensor which consists of voltage and current sensors. As the name suggests, the two type of sensors works cooperatively. Compared to other EIT systems, where there is one excitation
signal, this system has \( n \) signals \((n\) is the total number of each I and V sensors\). When \( n=25 \), dc plus 12 ac signals are generated and each signal is 80 Hz apart.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.27** Cooperative sensors for EIT with frequency division [81].

All the signals are modulated with a carrier of 50 kHz, and 25 signals are injected into the SUT simultaneously. Each I-type sensor injects two frequencies (source or sink current). Figure 2.27(a) shows the ECG and the other 25 EIT signals measured by V type sensors. All the V-type sensors record the whole 25 EIT signals, and through demodulation each frequency component can be associated with the injection point based on frequency division. This is not only parallel recording but also parallel excitation, therefore, the measurement is done simultaneously without any EIT rotations as it has already been done in terms of frequency. It can be seen that there are no measurement delays. However, the signals are no longer at one exact frequency as each is separated by 80 Hz. It can be argued that even though tissue impedance is frequency dependent, 80 Hz will cause little measurement difference. One advantage of frequency division is that the control signals are sent at around 2 MHz sharing same line with the analog signal. This significantly reduces the wirings interconnection to only two.
However, in the paper, the final implementation is 8 electrodes instead of 25, which reveals the inherent complexity with this architecture. Even if ASIC could offer more integration and smaller size, given that other state-of-the-art EIT systems is capable of high frames, it is not certain that such complex architecture offers much merit.

2.4.3 EIT in human-machine interface

For this new application for EIT there are only two systems reported in the literature [22], [23]. In terms of the hardware implementation, the system reported in [22] is largely based on the AD5933, (a commercial bio-impedance analyser integrated circuit using two-electrode measurements by Analog Devices) which is not very suitable for EIT measurement.

Although as shown in Figure 2.28, an advanced version [23] is implemented using a four-electrode measurement scheme, it still employs a single-ended current driver that produces large common-mode voltages. Moreover, for simplicity, the system adapting AD5933 as a DDS, which leads to only the magnitude demodulation (see section 2.3.1.2). The system features a low-cost wearable device for proof of concept and several hardware improvements are possible providing a more robust EIT system for this application.

![Figure 2.28: A wearable EIT for hand gesture recognition in [23].](image)
2.4.4 Summary

In this section, a detailed review is given including both targeted thorax and HMI applications, and covers both passive and active EIT systems along with two commercial thorax EIT devices. It covers system architecture, circuit design, and electrode-SUT interfaces, all to provide benchmarks towards defining specifications for EIT systems in this work.

Following many years of research, numerous prototypes can be found in the literature, and in this section some of the standard systems together with several update versions as well as state-of-the-art EIT systems are summarised in Table 2-1. From Table 2-1, certain trends can be recognised. Firstly, the modern EIT system specification is set according to the application. Secondly, active electronics are becoming the mainstream with an increasing need for wider bandwidth as well as a higher frame rate, and finally, EIT system is trending towards a compact wearable device.

For neonate lung respiration monitoring, it is identified that at least 16-electrodes are required to gather adequate measurements for imaging, and active electrodes should be used to achieve better noise-performance, higher common-mode suppression, 1 MHz bandwidth, and >100 fps as well as multi-functionalities with smaller size requirements.

For HMI application, the aim is to investigate the potential of EIT for prosthesis hand control and identify possible further hardware development. Without the need of producing an image as a way of interpreting the data, 8-electrodes with moderate bandwidth and frame rate are targeted as the starting point. Also, given that the arm circumference is even smaller than the average neonatal chest size, the implementation of active electrodes may be impractical due to size limitations even with ASIC, thus for this application, towards a SoC approach is pursued.
With the benefit of fast operation, precise controls and flexible adjustability, the digital I-Q demodulation method is dominantly used in modern EIT systems. As a result, it is also the approach selected for all systems implemented in this work.

With this review, the specifications for the targeted systems are listed in Table 2-1 along with the analog front-end specifications listed in Table 2-2 and Table 2-3.
Table 2-1: Summary of the major EIT systems reported in the literature with systems specification proposed in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years &amp; Ref</th>
<th>Names</th>
<th># of Ele</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Acquisition</th>
<th>FPS</th>
<th>Demodulation</th>
<th>Ele Interface</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001-[77]</td>
<td>Sheffield Mk 3.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>1.6 MHz</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Digital FFT</td>
<td>Cables</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-[78]</td>
<td>UCLH Mk 2.5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>256 kHz</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>Digital I-Q</td>
<td>Cables</td>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-[70]</td>
<td>KHU Mk 2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>500 kHz</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Digital I-Q</td>
<td>Cables</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-[74]</td>
<td>Gräger</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>130 kHz</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>Thorax</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-[67]</td>
<td>Gaggero et al</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Digital I-Q</td>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>Thorax</td>
<td>1st wearable active EIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-[79]</td>
<td>KAIST</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Analog I-Q</td>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>Thorax</td>
<td>SoC solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-[13]</td>
<td>Swisstom</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>150 kHz</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Digital I-Q</td>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>Thorax</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-[82]</td>
<td>Santos et al</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>960 kHz</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>Digital I-Q</td>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>Thorax</td>
<td>High speed, wide bandwidth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016-[23]</td>
<td>Tomo-2nd Gen</td>
<td>8-32</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>100 kHz</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>87-3</td>
<td>Digital Mag</td>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>HMI</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018-[81]</td>
<td>Co-op Sensor</td>
<td>8/8 4</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Digital I-Q</td>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>Thorax</td>
<td>Frequency division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>This work</strong></td>
<td>CRADL:vision</td>
<td>16/32</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Up to 1 MHz</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>Digital I-Q</td>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>Thorax</td>
<td>Multi-functional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>This work</strong></td>
<td>HMI EIT</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>&gt;100 kHz</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>Digital I-Q</td>
<td>Wearable</td>
<td>HMI</td>
<td>Prosthesis control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 System architecture type; 2 complete frame scan per second; 3 Magnitude demodulation; 4 8 current plus 8 voltage electrodes
### Table 2-2: Specification for the current injection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drive method</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Differential-drive</td>
<td>To reduce common mode on induced voltages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>Up to 1 MHz</td>
<td>To investigate high frequency bio-impedance characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output impedance</td>
<td>&gt; 500 kΩ</td>
<td>To maintain constant current at the operating frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output current amplitude (mA)</td>
<td>&lt; 10mA&lt;sub&gt;rms&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Safety compliance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2-3: Specification for the voltage acquisition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active buffer specification</th>
<th>IA specification</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>1 V/V</td>
<td>~10 V/V</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>Up to 1 MHz</td>
<td>Up to 1 MHz</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMRR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Up to 80 dB</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input linear range</td>
<td>~3 Vpp</td>
<td>&gt; 150 mVpp</td>
<td>Active buffer measures single-end voltage, IA measures the differential voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise level</td>
<td>&lt; 100 μV&lt;sub&gt; rms&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td>This is application dependent e.g. number of electrodes, current amplitude etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5 Conclusion

This chapter has firstly introduced the basic concept and operation of EIT. The characteristic of the tissues and electrode interface including its circuit model, contact impedance characteristic, and noise features are covered. The method for BIM is also introduced including the techniques used for bio-impedance extraction. Following the fundamentals in BIM, the importance of analog front-end in EIT is emphasised for both current injection and voltage acquisition. We have identified that the wideband is preferred for both injection and recording to reflect the frequency related response of the bio-tissues, and parasitic capacitance is to be minimised by all means to prevent measurement errors. Differential current injection is considered necessary for EIT to reduce the common-mode signal together with high CMRR IA to suppress common mode induced measurement error.

Different system architectures have been described and their advantages and disadvantages discussed, following a review of EIT systems reported from year 2001 to date. Other system functionalities are analysed towards better EIT image as well as clinical feasibilities.

Finally, circuit specifications for the analog front-end and EIT system specification for the targeted application have been proposed.
Chapter 3

Active electrode based EIT system for lung respiration monitoring

3.1 Introduction

In the last 30 years many EIT systems have been developed for general or targeted medical applications. Although some of the more recognizable systems have gone through several updates, EIT is still far from ready for daily clinical practice. Especially for infants born extremely preterm, a successful wearable bedside EIT system for lung function monitoring in daily clinical practice is still hampered by their limited functionality. To address this, a high specification wearable EIT system is described in this chapter. The main features of this 32-electrode EIT system (CRADLvision 1.0) are: 1) a wideband ASIC integrating both current injection and recordings circuits for active electrodes; 2) a high frame rate (107 fps); 3) disposable textile electrode dressing [83]; and 4) multi-sensing functionality (heart rate, near belt temperature and humidity sensing, and belt orientation for EIT model selection to aid image reconstruction).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the overall system design architecture, the digital control and signal processing blocks. Section 3.3 describes the ASIC for active electrodes comprising a linear feedback current driver and two analog buffer amplifiers. Section 3.4 presents the measured electrical performance of the ASIC as well as measurements with the 32-electrode wearable EIT system constructed using this ASIC. The system is compared with other work showing its superiority. Summary and remarks are presented in section 3.5.
3.2 System design and implementation

3.2.1 System architecture and design

The overview of the CRADLvision 1.0 EIT system is shown in Figure 3.1. It comprises a wearable flexible printed circuit board (FPC) belt covered by a textile dressing, a central hub which controls the 32 active electrodes on the belt, and a computer display to visualize the captured clinical parameters. The first prototype belt has been designed to fit an average adult for test and validation purposes and can then be miniaturized for neonate applications.

Figure 3.1: Wearable EIT lung respiration monitoring system with heart rate monitoring and other functions using active electrode ASIC.

Figure 3.2 shows the detailed system architecture. Each of the 32 ASICs comprises a current driver (CD), a main buffer (B1) for measuring EIT and heart rate signals, and a multi-sensor buffer (B2). The ASIC is mounted on an active electrode PCB together with two analog switches (S1: ADG1211; S2: ADG1213) and a digital CPLD (XC2C64A) to provide signal routing. The 32 active electrode PCBs are identical and share all the coloured analog paths shown in Figure 3.2 (e.g. VDC, VO4, VO3 etc.). The CPLD receives two daisy chains from the central hub. Sequentially, the first
chain configures the desired active electrode to current drive mode while the other puts the selected electrode into voltage sense mode. The CPLD shifts the digital control signal in daisy chain according to a user-defined scan pattern. This method allows the user to define injection or measurement EIT scan patterns independently.

In the example of Figure 3.2, the four active electrodes are configured into a typical tetra-polar (four electrode) bio-impedance measurement scheme. The top electrode is configured into current drive master-mode; CD in the ASIC is powered on, and the differential excitation signals VP and VN are connected to CD to generate the current I+. Buffer B1 is connected to the VF path to send back the injecting electrode voltage for current sink feedback. The bottom active electrode is configured into current drive slave-mode. In this mode, the electrode turns on the appropriate analog switch to provide a current return path for I– to flow back to the central hub. The two middle active electrodes are configured to voltage sense mode where only B1 is functioning. The CPLD selectively connects the output of B1 to one of the four VO paths (VO1, VO2, VO3, VO4) to send the voltage signal back to the IAs in the central hub. There are two parallel recording channels in the central hub; each channel concurrently converts 16 of the 32 measured voltages into the digital domain for I-Q demodulation.
Sensors with a voltage output can be connected to buffer B2 that can be selectively powered by the CPLD. The powered-on B2 sends its sensor measurement back to the central hub through the VDC line. All modes of operation are explained in section 3.3.

Figure 3.2: Active electrode belt system architecture. B1 is the main buffer, B2 is the sensor buffer and CD is the current driver in the ASIC. All electrodes share coloured analog paths, and are controlled by the digital CPLD.
3.2.2 Digital controls and signal processing

3.2.2.1 Active electrode control

One of the design challenges in the active electrode arrangement is how to address the electrodes for current drive and voltage scan. For a 32 electrode system, 1024 voltages needs to be recorded from different electrode positions. Using two parallel analog readout front-ends for voltage scan (see Figure 3.2) and for a frame rate higher than 100 fps, data acquisition on each pair of electrodes must be completed within 19.5 μs before the IAs are switched to the next pair of electrodes. Therefore, the digital control of electrode switching must be as fast as possible to allow sufficient time for the amplifiers to settle and for acquiring sufficient samples for signal processing. Direct control of each electrode for current drive or voltage scan would provide the maximum flexibility and fastest control, but would require two dedicated tracks on the belt per electrode, which significantly increases design complexity and post risk of device failure. Another option is to assign each electrode an address and broadcast the addresses of the selected electrodes via a shared bus on the belt. Although this solution could reduce the number of tracks on the belt, it requires a high data rate (> Mbits/s) for address broadcasting.

A third option is to activate the electrodes in a pre-stored sequence. This avoids the shortcoming of the previous two solutions but limits the flexibility in electrode selection. This is accomplished by using a shifting daisy chain control arrangement which allows the electrode selection to be conducted from shared clock and data buses. There are two 2-line control buses on the belt to activate the electrodes for current drive and voltage scan. Each bus consists of a clock line and a data line. The clock line is shared by all the active electrodes, and the data line is arranged in a daisy chain fashion.

---

The digital circuit design in this section is collaborative work with Dr. Dai Jiang, UCL
Figure 3.3: Control logic for electrode selection.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the control arrangement for voltage scan. The data line D_V is cascaded in a daisy chain, which is clocked by CLK_V on the clock line. There are two latches in each electrode, where D1 is connected to the next electrode as part of the D_V daisy chain, and its output also feeds into the second latch, D0. During operation, a 32-bit stream shifts through the electrodes along D_V at one bit per rising edge of CLK_V. The bit stream has two identical 16-bit segments with either segment consisting of \( m \) consecutive logic “1” bits and \((16 - m)\) logic “0” bits. At every rising edge on CLK_V, each electrode latches the incoming bit to D1 and compares it with the previous bit on D_V, now latched on D0, to decide whether and how to activate this electrode for voltage scan. For example, as shown in Figure 3.3, if D1 is “1” and D0 is “0” on Active Electrode \((n)\) on the left, S1 will turn on to connect the buffered electrode voltage to VO1, which is connected to the positive voltage input of the IA in the readout analog front-end in the central hub (see Figure 3.2). Concurrently, D1 will be “0” and D0 “1” on Active Electrode \((n+m)\), which will turn on S2 to buffer the electrode voltage to the negative input of the IA through VO2 (similarly for VO3 and VO4 from Active Electrode \((n+16)\) and \((n+16+m)\), respectively). A full voltage scan cycle is completed by shifting the bit stream through the daisy chain, where the scan pattern can be programmed by changing the value of \( m \).
The electrode activation for current drive is similar and is operated from the other 2-line bus on the belt consisting of D_I and CLK_I. The selected electrode connects to either I+ or I−. The scan pattern for current drive can also be programmed in the same fashion. For every bit shifting on D_I, a full voltage scan cycle is conducted. Once the bit stream on D_I has shifted through all the 32 active electrodes, the image acquisition of one frame is completed. CLK_I, CLK_V, D_I and D_V are all generated by the control and signal processing module in the central hub.

3.2.2.2 Control and signal processing in the central hub

The control and signal processing module in the central hub can operate with a master clock frequency up to 50 MHz limited by the maximum operating frequency of the data converter. Besides controlling the electrode selection among the active electrodes, this module also manages a DDS-based signal generator, the operation of data acquisition from the analog readout front-end, and the digital I-Q demodulation.

Figure 3.4: Control flow of calculating vectors VI and VQ.

Figure 3.4 shows the control flow of impedance measurement during the voltage scan on a chosen pair of electrodes. The operation of data demodulation synchronizes to the signal generator. In operation, two 16-bit sequences, S(i) and C(i), are read out
from a look-up table at a sampling rate of 3 MHz, where \( S(i) = \sin 2\pi (n/N) \) and \( C(i) = \cos 2\pi (n/N) \), and \( N = 16 \). \( S(i) \) goes to the DAC to generate a sinusoidal signal for the current drivers. Concurrently, both \( S(i) \) and \( C(i) \) values are fed to a pair of multiplier accumulators (MACs) to multiply the ADC samples of the voltage readout, \( \text{sample}(n) \).

The real and imaginary vectors, VI and VQ, can be respectively derived using:

\[
V_I = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \text{sample}(n) \times \sin 2\pi \left( \frac{n}{N} \right)
\]  

(3.1)

\[
V_Q = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \text{sample}(n) \times \cos 2\pi \left( \frac{n}{N} \right).
\]  

(3.2)

The gains of the amplifiers in the analog readout front-end (Figure 3.2) are set with respect to the relative position between the electrode pairs for voltage scan and current drive, in order to utilize the full dynamic range of the ADC input.
3.3 **Active electrode ASIC**

### 3.3.1 Current stimulation

The current driver topology is shown in Figure 3.5 (a). It comprises a differential difference transconductance amplifier (DDTA) and an operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) configured in a linear current feedback to regulate the output current to the load $R_L$.

![Figure 3.5: (a) the proposed current driver topology, (b) the small-signal analysis circuit for the current driver.](image)

By analysing the small-signal circuit, at low frequency (ignoring the effect of $C_{oi}$) the transconductance of the current driver can be written as:

$$G_m_{CD} = \frac{i_0}{V_{in+} - V_{in-}} = \frac{gm_1 \cdot r_{o1} \cdot gm_2}{1 + gm_1 \cdot r_{o1} \cdot gm_2 \cdot R_f + \frac{R_f + R_i}{r_{o2}}} \quad (3.3)$$

where $gm_1 \cdot r_{o1}$ is the open loop gain of DDTA, $gm_2$ is the transconductance of the OTA stage, and $r_{o2}$ is the output impedance of OTA at node $i_{out}$. 


The output impedance of the current driver can be derived by grounding the input and applying a current to the circuit’s output while $R_L$ is disconnected. The output impedance at low frequency can be written as:

$$Z_0 = r_{o2} + R_f \cdot \left(gm_1 \cdot r_{o1} \cdot gm_2 \cdot r_{o2} + 1\right) \quad (3.4)$$

When considering the frequency response due to capacitor $C_{o1}$ from the DDTA stage, and $C_{o2}$ from OTA stage, the $r_{o1}$ and $r_{o2}$ are modified to $\frac{r_{o1}}{1+j\omega/2\pi f_{p1}}$ and $\frac{r_{o2}}{1+j\omega/2\pi f_{p2}}$.

where $f_{p1} = \frac{1}{2\pi r_{o1}\cdot c_{o1}}$, and $f_{p2} = \frac{1}{2\pi r_{o2}\cdot c_{o2}}$, equation (3.3) can be re-written as:

$$Gm_{CD}(\omega) = \frac{AG}{1 + j\omega/2\pi f_{p1}} \cdot AG \cdot R_f + \frac{R_f + R_L}{1 + j\omega/2\pi f_{p2}}$$

(3.5)

where $AG = gm_1 \cdot r_{o1} \cdot gm_2$, and This equation can be further simplified dividing by $R_f \cdot \frac{AG}{1 + j\omega/2\pi f_{p1}}$ on the denominator and numerator:

$$Gm_{CD}(\omega) = \frac{1/R_f}{1 + \frac{1}{AG \cdot R_f}} = \frac{1/R_f}{\frac{1/j\omega}{2\pi f_{p1} \cdot AG \cdot R_f}}$$

(3.6)

assuming $AG \cdot r_{o2} \gg 1 + \frac{R_L}{R_f}$, and $\omega < 2\pi f_{p1}$, $\omega < 2\pi f_{p2}$. From equation (3.6), it can be seen that $f_{p1} \cdot AG \cdot R_f$ is the closed-loop dominant pole for the current driver under negative feedback.

Using equation (3.6), a 3-D mesh can be plotted to optimise design parameter $AG$ and $f_{p1}$ at e.g. 1 MHz operating frequency. The design also optimizes for wideband, high output impedance while maximizing output current amplitude towards higher signal to noise ratio.
Figure 3.6: 3D mesh for the current driver transconductance parameter setting at 1MHz operating frequency.

When $R_f = 500 \, \Omega$, the ideal transconductance is 2 mA/V, and as shown in Figure 3.6, the coloured area indicates the optimal region where the overall current driver transconductance is higher than 1.985 mA/V. By targeting $AG > 1.2 \, A/V$, and $gm_2 = 2 \, mA/V$, the resultant open-loop gain of DDTA is $A_{ol,ddta} = \frac{AG}{gm_2}$ is around 56 dB with its dominant pole $f_{p1}$ set around 16 kHz.

The same approach can be applied to equation (3.4), and it can be re-written as:

$$Z_0(\omega) = \frac{r_{o2}}{1 + j\omega/2\pi f_{p2}} + R_f$$

$$\cdot \left( \frac{AG}{1 + j\omega/2\pi f_{p1}} \cdot \frac{r_{o2}}{1 + j\omega/2\pi f_{p2}} + 1 \right)$$

Using equation (3.7), and with $AG = 1.2 \, A/V$, and $f_{p1} = 16 \, kHz$ the following figure can be plotted at 1 MHz operating frequency.
Figure 3.7: 3D mesh for the current driver output impedance parameter setting at 1MHz operating frequency.

To achieve an output impedance $|Z_o| > 500 \, k\Omega$, the required specifications are set to $r_{o2} > 50 \, k\Omega$, and $f_{p2} > 10 \, MHz$. As a result, the OTA, which has its $g_{m2}$ set to $2 \, mA/V$, should be designed with an open-loop gain ($A_{ol,ota} = g_{m2} \cdot r_{o2}$) around 40 dB with its dominant pole set around $10 \, MHz$. The output impedance seen by the load is defined by $Z_o$ in parallel with any parasitic capacitances seen at the output. An active electrode provides an intimate connection between the current driver output and the electrode to avoid the large parasitic capacitance and thus allows the high output impedance to be maintained at high frequency.
Figure 3.8: Detailed transistor-level schematic of the current driver (CD).
The circuit implementation at CMOS level is given in Figure 3.8, including both the DDTA and OTA stage in the linear current feedback configuration. The DDTA sums the current in M1 and M3 through M6 and mirrors this current through M8 to M11. Then this current is mirrored and is sunk from VO- by M20. While at the same time, the current in M2 and M4 is summed and mirrored to M14 and sourced to VO-. As a result, the circuit compares two differential input signals and the transfer function can be written as:

\[ V_{0-} \approx A_{ol,DDTA} \cdot \left[ (V_{1+} - V_{1-}) - (V_{2+} - V_{2-}) \right] \]  

(3.8)

where the \( A_{ol,DDTA} \) is the open loop gain of DDTA stage. The circuit employs a pseudo-differential topology [84] to offer a fully differential output stage.

To achieve a high output current amplitude with low distortion, four source-degeneration transistors \( M_D \) are added to the cross-coupled input pairs of the DDTA. The linear-range is approximately \( \pm \sqrt{2} \cdot V_{ov} \) and \( V_{ov} = \frac{2 \cdot I_D}{g_{m1}} \). With the added \( M_{SD} \), the input transconductance:

\[ g_{m1} = \frac{g_{m1}}{1 + g_{m1} \cdot r_s} \]  

(3.9)

where \( g_{m1} = \sqrt{2 \cdot \mu_n \cdot C_{ox} \cdot \left( \frac{W}{L} \right)_1 \cdot I_d} \) and \( r_s \) is equal to:

\[ r_s = \frac{1}{\mu_n C_{ox} (W/L)_D \cdot (V_{gs} - V_{th})} \]  

(3.10)

For \( g_{m1} \cdot r_s > 1 \), the linear range of the differential input pair is then extended by sizing the \( M_{SD} \) transistor dimension. Targeting a max current amplitude 6 \( mA_{pp} \) with a feedback resistor of 500 \( \Omega \), the input linear range must accommodate maximum voltage of 3 \( V_{pp} \), and the size of the source degeneration transistors are swept using parametric analysis in Cadence to achieve the desired linear range.

Cascode current mirrors are used to enhance the output resistance and achieve the desired open-loop gain. Since the circuit is fully symmetrical, and \( g_{m6} \gg g_{01} + g_{03} \), the following equation can be written for the voltage node \( V_a \):

\[ V_a \approx -\frac{g_{m1}}{g_{m6}} \cdot (V_{1+} + V_{2-}) \]  

(3.11)
and for voltage node $V_b$:

$$V_b \approx -\frac{g_{m_{in}}}{g_{m_6}} \cdot \frac{g_{m_8}}{g_{m_{11}}} \cdot (V_{1+} + V_{2-}) \quad (3.12)$$

then the output voltage $V_{0-}$ is:

$$V_{0-} \approx \frac{g_{m_{in}}}{g_{out}} \cdot \left[ \frac{g_{m_{12}}}{g_{m_6}} \cdot \frac{g_{m_8}}{g_{m_{11}}} \cdot (V_{1+} + V_{2-}) - \frac{g_{m_{6r}}}{g_{m_8r}} \cdot (V_{1-} + V_{2+}) \right] \quad (3.13)$$

and:

$$V_{0-} \approx \beta \cdot \frac{g_{m_{in}}}{g_{out}} \cdot [(V_{1+} - V_{1-}) - (V_{2+} - V_{2-})] \quad (3.14)$$

where $\frac{g_{m_{6r}}}{g_{m_8r}} = \frac{g_{m_6}}{g_{m_8}} = \beta$, $g_{m_{11}} = g_{m_{12}}$, and $\frac{1}{g_{out}}$ is the output impedance at node $V_{0-}$ which is $g_{m_7} \cdot r_{o7} \cdot r_{o8}$ in parallel with $r_{o12}$. As this node is also the only high impedance node in the circuit, the dominant pole of the system is at:

$$f_{p1} = \frac{1}{2 \cdot \pi \cdot \frac{1}{g_{out}} \cdot C_{out}} \quad (3.15)$$

where $C_{out}$ is the capacitance seen at $V_{0-}$.

Four triode-transistors $M_C$ are used for common-mode feedback, since $M11, M12$ are a matched pair,

$$I_d = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \beta_{11} \cdot (V_{g_{X_{11}}} - V_{th_{11}})^2 \quad (3.16)$$

and

$$I_d = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \beta_{12} \cdot (V_{g_{X_{12}}} - V_{th_{12}})^2 \quad (3.17)$$

where $\beta_{11/12} = \mu_n \cdot C_{ox} \cdot (\frac{W}{L})_{11/12}$, and because $V_{g_{11}} = V_{g_{12}}$, and $V_{th_{11}} = V_{th_{12}}$, then $V_{s_{11}} = V_{s_{12}}$. For the MC transistors,

$$I_d = \beta_{c1} \cdot (V_{ra} - V_{ss} - V_{th_{c}}) \cdot (V_{s_{11}} - V_{ss}) \quad (3.18)$$

and

$$I_d = \beta_{c2} \cdot (V_{0-} - V_{ss} - V_{th_{c}}) \cdot (V_{s_{12}} - V_{ss}) \quad (3.19)$$

where $\beta_{cl} = \mu_n \cdot C_{ox} \cdot (\frac{W}{L})_{cl}$. From equation (3.18) and (3.19), it can be seen that the DC level at the circuit output can be set by biasing $V_{ra}$. 
Figure 3.9: The open-loop gain and phase response of the DDTA.

The DDTA has been designed and the simulated open loop gain and the phase response is shown in Figure 3.9 with $A_{ol_{vo_{-}}}=54.5 \text{ dB}$, and $f_{p1}=18.6 \text{ kHz}$.

The transistor level circuit for the OTA is shown on the right-hand side of Figure 3.8. It enhances the current output ability of the current driver. It is based on a symmetrical topology and has a dc biasing stage M19 to M22 configured into a feedback loop with M14 and M17 to provide a biasing voltage for transistor M17 and M18 and set the dc level at IOUT. The compensation capacitor $C_c$ improves the phase margin of this dc biasing feedback loop. Its transconductance previously defined as $g_{m2}$ can also be written as:

$$g_{m2} = \beta \cdot \sqrt{2\mu_n C_{ox} \cdot \left(\frac{W}{L}\right)_{11} \cdot I_D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)$$

where the $\beta$ is the aspect ratio of M15 and M16.
$g_{m2}$ is designed to be 2.34 mA/V, $r_{o2}$ is defined as $\frac{1}{g_{ds16}+g_{ds18}}$ and is extracted to be 55.3 kΩ. $f_{p2}$ is defined as $\frac{1}{2\pi r_{o2} C_{o2}}$ which is designed to be 9.6 MHz. The output compliance of the circuit can be defined in the following equation:

$$V_{SS} + V_{ov18} < V_{out} < V_{DD} - V_{ov16}, V_{ov,i} = \frac{2 \cdot I_D}{\mu_i C_{ox} \cdot \frac{W}{L} \cdot i}$$ (3.21)

With the DDTA and OTA designed to the required specification using the parameters derived in the beginning of this section, the overall current driver was configured and simulated.

![Graph showing simulated transconductance and output impedance of the current driver.](image)

**Figure 3.10:** The simulated transconductance and output impedance of the current driver.

The simulated overall current driver transconductance and its output impedance over the frequency range is plotted in Figure 3.10, and these simulation results are found to be satisfactory.
The current driver implemented on the ASIC shown in Figure 3.8 provides a single-ended excitation drive I+. Differential injection can be implemented as shown in Figure 2.12 (b) using two independent ASIC driver. However, any transconductance mismatch between the current source and current sink would force the unmatched current to flow through the output impedance node of the current drivers [54]. To visualize the issue of common-mode error and aid the analysis, the equivalent circuit is given on Figure 3.11.

![Figure 3.11: (a) Current driver without consider $\Delta I$ mismatched current flowing through the load $Z_o$; (b) Current driver mismatch $\Delta I$ generating common-mode signals.](image)

In the ideal case, as shown in Figure 3.11(a), current is sourced by +I current driver will sinked back to –I current driver with zero CM. However, when mismatches occur as shown in Figure 3.11(b) in red, a mismatched current $\Delta I$ is generated and flows through the high-impedance node $Z_o$ of the current driver. This results in two possible scenarios: 1) The output of the current driver is saturated, especially for large mismatch errors; 2) With small mismatch errors, low $Z_o$ or benefiting from a high voltage compliance, the current driver may not be saturated, but a large common-mode signal of $\Delta I \times \frac{Z_o}{2}$ is generated and added to the small differential signals which then has to be accommodated by CMRR of the IA. Therefore, having two independent current drivers to perform the differential drive is not ideal and an alternative sink current circuit must be provided.
The implemented fully differential current driver is shown in Figure 3.12. When the selected Active Electrode-1 is configured into master current excitation mode, a fully differential voltage signal is generated from the central hub as inputs to the current driver. This minimizes the input difference between the 32 current drivers on the wearable belt. The current driver on the ASIC sources a current of $I^+$ and the main buffer B1 senses the voltage $V_f$ directly on the load and feeds it back to the central hub. The differential receiver amplifier (AD8130) receives $V_f$ and generates a sink current $I^-$. When the source current $I^+$ is equal to the sink current $I^-$, the voltage across the load is fully differential with zero common-mode voltage. This can be achieved by monitoring the CM voltage and actively offsetting the unmatched current [55], or generating a differential voltage with respect to $V_i$. This is achieved by connecting AD8130 as a resistive-less inverting unity gain amplifier as shown in Figure 3.12 and the closed-loop transfer function of this current sink amplifier can be written as:

$$A_{cl}(\omega) = A_{cl}(\omega) = -\frac{A_{ol}}{1 + A_{ol}} \cdot \frac{1}{1 + j\frac{f}{A_{ol} \cdot f_o}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

where $A_{ol}$ is the open-loop gain, and $A_{ol} \cdot f_o$ is the gain bandwidth of AD8130, $f$ is operating frequency.
AE-2 is a second active electrode that is configured in current drive slave-mode in Figure 3.12. In this mode, an analog switch is turned-on to connect the differential receiver amplifier to the load. As this switch has an on-resistance $R_{on}$, a dummy $R_{on}'$ is placed in series with $R_f$ for load matching.

Despite the fact that current sink circuit is located in the hub, its input signal $V_f$ is actively buffered using B1, therefore the cable stray capacitance on the signal path is isolated from the output of the current driver on the active electrode. At the output of the differential receiver amplifier, to achieve $-V_h$, the receiver sinks not only a current $I^-$ equal to $I^+$, but also a current $I_C$ to compensate for the cable stray capacitance in the current return path. As this current sink topology responds to the linear current feedback loop in the ASIC current driver, and compensates for the stray capacitance at its output, it also appears to have a high output impedance.

The voltage $V_f$ fed back by B1 can also be used to monitor the contact impedance. For a good contact, the contact impedance is e.g. $500 \, \Omega$, and a bad contact can be detected when the amplitude of $V_f > (I^+) \times 500 \, \Omega$. By checking the voltage level on the buffer, the electrode contact can be continuously monitored while making EIT measurements in real-time.

### 3.3.2 Voltage acquisition and heart-rate recording

During EIT recording, a pair of active electrodes is selected to be in the voltage sense mode. The main buffer B1 sends the signal back to an IA in the central hub (see Figure 3.13) according to the user defined EIT scan pattern to measure the voltage difference between two electrodes. The current driver on the ASIC whose active electrodes are in voltage sense mode is powered-down as shown in Figure 3.13. The heart rate can be monitored using a selected pair of active electrodes in voltage sense mode to detect the ECG and send it via a separate analog path in the hub as shown in Figure 3.13. This provides an efficient way of measuring heart rate as well as EIT without the need for dedicated electrodes or an ECG device.
Figure 3.13: Proposed EIT voltage signal recording with active electrodes.

The working principle of main buffer B1 is also shown in Figure 3.13. It comprises a two-stage Miller OTA, and a common-source push-pull output stage (necessary to drive the large capacitive load on the FPC). The two error amplifiers regulate the quiescent current in the push-pull transistors and ensure the voltage at its output stage is equal to the voltage at the output of the OTA. The detailed CMOS level main buffer schematic is given in Figure 3.14.
In a two-stage OTA design, all transistors need to be in the saturation region. For the front end two-stage OTA, \( \frac{S_7}{S_4} = 2 \cdot \frac{S_6}{S_5} \cdot S_1 = \left( \frac{W}{L} \right)_{M_4} \) is required to achieve a proper mirror condition where \( V_{M_4, DG} = 0V \). This forces \( M_4 \) into saturation and a balanced biasing current \( I_{M6} = I_{M7} \). For the error amplifier, by setting \( V_{B1} \) and \( V_{B2} \), the tail currents are set to be equal for both amplifiers. The frequency response of the front-end two-stage OTA has a loop gain of:

\[
A_{o, \text{front,OTA}} = A_{v1} \cdot A_{v2} = g_{m1} \cdot r_i \cdot g_{m7} \cdot r_{il} 
\]

where \( r_i = \frac{1}{g_{ds2} + g_{ds4}} \) and \( r_{il} = \frac{1}{g_{ds6} + g_{ds7}} \). With Miller compensation, the dominant pole is at \( f_{dp} = \frac{1}{2\pi g_{m7} r_i r_{il} C_c} \), and using pole-zero cancelling, the non-dominant pole is removed. The same design procedure applies to the error amplifier two-stage OTA and with feedback, this output stage has a low output impedance of

\[
\frac{1}{g_{ds16} + g_{ds17}} \left( 1 + A_{oL,\text{outputStage}} \right)
\]
Figure 3.15: simulated ac response for the main buffer B1, front-end OTA in open-loop, and the error-amplifier output stage.

The simulated ac response for the main buffer and front-end OTA in open loop and the error amplifier output stage is shown in Figure 3.15 with $C_L = 2$ pF. Aol of the front-end OTA is 65.3 dB and has the dominant pole designed at 21 kHz. With zero-pole cancelling, the new non-dominant pole is >400 MHz which is beyond the GBW of the front-end OTA. In closed loop, the output stage has its -3 dB point at 100 MHz, which is >3 GBW of the front-end OTA which is at 37.5 MHz and leads to a phase margin of 72°. When driving larger capacitive load, e.g. 20 pF, a small series resistor of 300 Ω is required, this reduces the BW to 30 MHz with a phase margin of 57°.
3.3.3 Multi-parameter sensor buffer

In addition to EIT and heart rate monitoring, the sensor buffer B2 on the ASIC allows measurement of dc signals from any connected sensor. This buffer uses a two-stage amplifier connected in unity feedback with a power-down. By controlling the power-down, the output of all sensor buffers can share a single bus line to the central hub for processing; this significantly simplifies the FPC design (see Figure 3.2). As proof of concept, four different types of sensor were integrated onto the belt with small FPCs to provide additional sensing parameters. An NTC based temperature sensor and a Honeywell HIH4000-001 humidity sensor were embedded to monitor the environmental temperature and humidity close to the belt to monitor belt condition for safe operation. Accelerometer sensors were included for belt orientation monitoring which provides additional information to aid the selection of EIT models for enhanced image reconstruction.
3.4 Measured results

3.4.1 Active electrode ASIC

The ASIC was designed in 0.35-µm CMOS HV process technology and operates from ±9 V power supplies for high amplitude current injection and sufficient voltage compliance. The chip micrograph is shown in Figure 3.16 with the various blocks labelled. The total area is 3.1 mm × 1.25 mm.

Figure 3.16: Active electrode ASIC micrograph.

A custom-designed PCB is used to measure the ASIC electrical performance. For buffer testing, the input $V_{in}$ is generated by an external signal generator and sent to the buffer while the output is measured on the oscilloscope. The gain of the sensor buffer B2 is 0.99 V/V at dc and the gain of the main buffer B1 is 0.98 V/V up to 750 kHz. The phase delay is the phase difference between $V_{in}$ and $V_{out}$. At 500 kHz it has a phase delay of 2°. Its output swing reaches 14 V_{pp} at 500 kHz with an average total harmonic distortion (THD) of 59 dB which is a measurement of the harmonic distortion in dB relative to the fundamental as distortion attenuation. It has an input-referred noise voltage of 22 µV_{rms} measured from 20 kHz to 1 MHz with its input grounded while measuring the output on a spectrum analyzer using the post-amp method [85].
The transconductance of the current driver \((G_{m_{CD}})\) was measured at 500 kHz with a load of 50 Ω to eliminate the effect of parasitic capacitance. The output current was measured from 200 μA_{p-p} to 6 mA_{p-p} and the transconductance was calculated by \(G_{m_{CD}} = V_{load}/(V_{in} \times 50 \ \Omega)\) where \(V_{load}\) is the voltage across the load. As shown in Figure 3.17, the average transconductance is 1.99 mA/V with a standard deviation of 10.3 μA/V. The current driver has a THD of 55 dB at the maximum output current of 6 mA_{p-p} and a phase delay of 4° at 500 kHz (measured from the induced voltage on the load).

![Figure 3.17: Measured transconductance of the current driver across eight chip samples. The average value is 1.99 mA/V with a standard deviation of 10.3 μA/V.](image)

When measuring the output impedance \(Z_{out}\), any parasitic capacitance in parallel with \(Z_{out}\) should be excluded. The measurement setup used to obtain \(Z_{out}\) is shown in Figure 3.18. The current driver drives two different loads which can be toggled using a switch \(S_L\). Initially, it drives \(R_1 = 50 \ \Omega\) to minimize the effect of the parasitic capacitance \(C_{stray}\) so the output current can be accurately set to \(I = 1 \ \text{mA}_{p-p}\) and the initial phase delay \(\theta_{R1}\) due to the current driver can be measured between \(V_i\) and \(V_o\). Then \(S_L\) opens and the current driver connects to \(R_2 = 5.1 \ \text{k} + 50 \ \Omega\). As \(R_2\) is significantly larger, the output current \(I\) splits into \(I_Z, I_C\) and \(I_O\) that flow into \(Z_{out}\).
$C_{\text{stray}}$ and $R_2$, respectively. As a result, a new phase delay $\theta_{R_2}$ and voltage $V_{R_2}$ can be recorded and the output impedance of the current driver can be calculated using the following equations:

$$Z = \frac{V_{R_2}}{1 \text{ mA}} \quad \text{and} \quad \theta_C = \theta_{R_2} - \theta_{R_1}$$

(3.24)

$$R_X = \sqrt{Z^2 + Z^2 \times \tan(\theta_C)^2}$$

(3.25)

$$Z_{\text{out}} = \frac{(R_X \cdot R_2)}{R_2 - R_x}$$

(3.26)

where $Z$ combines $R_2$, $Z_{\text{out}}$ and $C_{\text{stray}}$ in parallel, and $\theta_C$ is the phase delay due to $C_{\text{stray}}$ only. Using (3.25) the capacitance $C_{\text{stray}}$ can be excluded giving $R_X$ (which is simply $R_2$ and $Z_{\text{out}}$ in parallel) and using (3.26) finally $Z_{\text{out}}$ is calculated.

Figure 3.18: Current driver output impedance measurement circuit equivalent model.

Figure 3.19 shows $Z_{\text{out}}$ measured from 250 kHz to 1 MHz; it is on average $>1 \text{ M}\Omega$ at the targeted 500 kHz bandwidth. The error bars in Figure 3.19 indicate the spread at a specific frequency. Table 3-1 summarizes the measured performance of the ASIC.
Figure 3.19: Measured mean output impedance of the current driver.

Table 3-1: ASIC Measured Performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Transconductance (mA/V)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (Hz)</th>
<th>Phase (at 500 kHz)</th>
<th>$Z_{\text{out}}$ (at 500 kHz)</th>
<th>Maximum $I_{\text{OUT}}$</th>
<th>THD</th>
<th>Voltage Compliance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Driver</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>500k</td>
<td>4°</td>
<td>1.12 MΩ</td>
<td>6 mA$_{pp}$</td>
<td>55 dB</td>
<td>10 V$_{pp}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gain (V/V)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (Hz)</th>
<th>Phase (at 500 kHz)</th>
<th>Output Swing</th>
<th>THD</th>
<th>Input-Referred Noise (0.02-1 MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main Buffer B1</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>750 kHz</td>
<td>2°</td>
<td>14 V$_{pp}$</td>
<td>59 dB</td>
<td>22 µVrms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Buffer B2</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>dc buffer</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16 V at dc</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2 EIT system evaluation

For system performance, 200 kHz is chosen as the nominal operating frequency. All 32 electrodes are numbered, and with all the odd and even-numbered electrodes are shorted and connected to a single resistor for calibration. For a 32-electrode system, according to the EIT adjacent scan pattern, it provides $32 \cdot (32 - 3) = 928$ channels of voltage readings (excluding the injecting pair). After calibration, each channel gives a calibration coefficient saved in a LUT table. The table is used to offset channel variations during EIT measurement.
Figure 3.20: (a) System calibrated measurement results; (b) image frame rate capture on the oscilloscope; (c) resistive-mesh phantom test results in form of EIT images, the colour bar shows normalized conductance; (d) impedance variation plotted using data from resistive-mesh phantom test compared to the ideal variation.

To evaluate system measurement accuracy, $R_{\text{test}} = 500 \, \Omega$ was used. The measurement accuracy is calculated by:

$$
\text{Acc\%} = 100\% \cdot \left[ 1 - \frac{\text{abs}(R_{\text{measured}} - R_{\text{test}})}{R_{\text{test}}} \right]
$$

(3.27)

Across all 928 EIT readings as shown in Figure 3.20(a), the system has an averaged measurement accuracy of 98.88%.
The system was then connected to a resistive-mesh phantom for EIT imaging. This phantom adapted from Figure 2.13 [50], has two diagonal inner resistive elements that are made variable from 36.5 Ω to 53.6 Ω. Shown in Figure 3.20(b) is the oscilloscope signal waveform captured in one EIT frame. The D0 signal is the current drive daisy chain trigger signal CLK_I, and there are 32 signals indicating 32 current drive positions in one complete EIT frame. Between two current daisy chain signals, as shown by D1, 16 voltage-sense daisy chain triggers CLK_V are captured so that 16 differential voltages are measured per channel within one current drive position. Also in Figure 3.20(b), CH 3 shows the differential voltage signal at the output of the IA in the first data acquisition channel, and CH 4 shows the dynamic gain feature in the same data acquisition channels. The PGA equalizes all the voltage signals after the IA to a level close to the maximum ADC input range before digitization. One EIT frame to be completed in 9.32 ms or 107 fps.

In Figure 3.20(c) the EIT images reconstructed using EIDORS. The two dark blue circle areas indicate the location of the variable element. As the two elements change their resistive values, for example in phase-1, from maximum to minimum in a sinewave fashion, the corresponding 20 frames of EIT images tend towards all-white indicating their decrement in resistivity and vice-versa. The normalized regional impedance variation is plotted in solid-red in Figure 3.20(d) with reference to the ideal variation in dotted green.

To test the belt on a human subject, a suitable belt dressing with electrode contact is required. In the reported active EIT belts [79], [13] the electronics are permanently connected; autoclaving will damage the electronic components and the whole belt must be disposed of after use. The proposed belt is a combination of an FPC electronic core and a separate textile belt dressing. Only the low-cost textile dressing is disposed of after use. This significantly reduces the cost per patient from hundreds of dollars to a few dollars. Figure 3.21 shows the detailed belt layer-stacking diagram in 3D. Each FPC unit contains eight active electrode PCBs and an active belt consists of four units,
joined by FPC-to-FPC connectors. This provides a 32 electrode EIT system. The 8 mm×30 mm electrode-pads are on the bottom layer of the FPC to facilitate connection between the active electrode ASIC and the skin-contact electrode via the textile dressing. As only bus-lines are running on the FPC, this design allows easy adjustment of the overall length of the belt for future neonate applications.
Figure 3.21: Detailed active EIT belt layer-stacking and cross-section view.

The disposable textile dressing consists of a white textile substrate with silver-coated fabric-electrode stripes evenly distributed across it. Each stripe wraps all the way around the substrate and when the FPC is placed on the top of the dressing, the electrode-pad on the bottom layer of the FPC contacts the fabric-electrode, which will then contact the skin.
This arrangement results in skin contact only a few millimetres away from the electronics with a fabric material resistance of less than 1 Ω from 50 kHz to 1 MHz. With the help of Velcro folding strips, the FPC electronic-core is held firmly inside the fabric dressing². The device is secured on the sternum by means of an elastic fastening.

Figure 3.22: EIT in-vivo test with the belt worn by a healthy male volunteer; (a) The exhalation and inhalation lung images where the colour bar shows normalized conductance; (b) ECG signals captured in 30 s switching between three different locations using the EIT system.

² The fabric dressing presented in the section is fabricated by redLoop, Middlesex University London
The belt was covered with the textile dressing and worn by a healthy male volunteer. The volunteer's lung respiration cycle was captured; see Figure 3.22(a). Figure 3.22(b) shows the ECG signal recorded for 30 s, switching between three different locations by selecting different pairs of active electrodes.

Table 3-2 compares wearable EIT systems for lung function monitoring. The system reported here has advantages, not only in terms of electronic design specification, but also in providing more functions for clinical applications.
Table 3-2: Comparison with other work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Image of Dragger]</td>
<td>![Image of Swisstom]</td>
<td>![Image of KAIST]</td>
<td>![Image of This Work]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of electrodes</td>
<td>16 electrodes + 1 reference</td>
<td>32 electrodes</td>
<td>32 electrodes</td>
<td>32 electrodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active electrodes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (Electronics on belt)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active electrode configuration</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Active buffer</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Active buffer and current driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIT scan pattern</td>
<td>Adjacent</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Adjacent</td>
<td>Programmable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>80 – 130 kHz</td>
<td>150 kHz</td>
<td>10 – 200 kHz</td>
<td>50 – 500 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current amplitude</td>
<td>90% of (I_{\text{max}})^3</td>
<td>50% of (I_{\text{max}})^3</td>
<td>0.1 – 1 mA(_{\text{pp}})</td>
<td>(\leq 6) mA(_{\text{pp}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame rate</td>
<td>(\leq 30) fps</td>
<td>50 fps</td>
<td>(\leq 20) fps</td>
<td>107 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belt orientation</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-parameter sensing</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Maximum patient auxiliary current conforming to IEC 60601-1.
3.5 **Summary**

A multi-functional adult wearable EIT system based on active electrode ASIC has been developed, the functions of which will form the basis of a neonatal design. The high amplitude active current driver is capable of 6 mA_{p-p} output with a THD of 55 dB and a high output impedance over 1 MΩ at 500 kHz. The active buffer has a nominal gain of 0.98 V/V up to 750 kHz, with an output swing of 14 V_{p-p}.

The 32-electrode system can provide EIT images at 107 fps and a measurement accuracy of 98.88%. With the replaceable innovative textile dressing, it has been tested on a human volunteer and the lung respiration has been successfully imaged. The system is also capable of recording heart rate signals as well as providing other measurement parameters for clinical purposes.
Chapter 4

Towards the next generation of active EIT system

4.1 Introduction

In the active system, as explained in section 2.3.3.1 unwanted parasitic effects from the multiplexing as well as the cables are isolated compared to the passive system. Many state-of-the-art EIT systems are implemented using such active electrode architecture. Active electrode architecture was proposed in the nineties [65], by simply inserting an active unity gain buffer before multiplexing the signals to the IA. It improves the noise immunity but it can be seen from Figure 2.17 that due to unmatched switching networks and cables in front of the IA, it offers little CMRR improvement. Active amplifiers with gain intimately connected to the electrodes can reduce the noise figure of the analog front-end voltage acquisition [86]. This limits the flexibility of electrode selection for voltage acquisition [87], to recording from only two adjacent electrodes. In this Chapter, a novel active electrode architecture is proposed that overcomes this limitation providing very flexible EIT current drive and voltage sensing patterns with simple digital control and low complexity wiring demand, as well as active gain and higher CMRR.

The system is developed from the CRADLv1.0, and has been significantly enhanced by the introduction of a new active electrode architecture with an improved integrated active electrode ASIC avoiding the use of any active electrode PCB or off-the-shelf ICs. This version, CRADLv2.0, provides further improvement on CMRR, noise performance, and system bandwidth while maintaining a high frame rate and
other important clinical functionalities such as heart rate, and boundary shape detection.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 examines the conventional active EIT architectures and describes the proposed new active electrode architecture. Section 4.3 gives details regarding the ASIC design and the measured results are presented in section 4.4 with the chapter summary in section 4.5.

4.2 System design and implementation

4.2.1 Proposed active electrode architecture

The new active electrode architecture is shown in Figure 4.1. The active electrodes are identical and each uses a fully integrated ASIC. It has five analog switches which are controlled by digital logic. For voltage recording, instead of multiplexing the signals through active buffers, it has an IA in direct contact with the two adjacent electrodes. This approach is a development of the use of the active buffer and provides superior CMRR. In Figure 4.1 the voltage across electrodes 8 and 11 has been chosen as an example of voltage acquisition. Three IAs are switched on to record voltages $V_{9-8}$, $V_{10-9}$ and $V_{11-10}$ directly from the electrodes, and through MUX4, these voltages are summed by an inverting amplifier (at the bottom of Figure 4.1) that provides $V_{\text{sum}} = V_8 - V_9 + V_9 - V_{10} + V_{10} - V_{11} = V_{8-11}$. Other IAs which are not required for measurement are switched off and their MUX4 switches connected to ground. Although each IA can only measure its dedicated electrode pair, with a summation readout topology, the system is able to access differential voltages across any pair of selected electrodes with only one readout track.

In this design, any pair of electrodes can be chosen for current injection using a source CD+ on one electrode and a sink CD– on a different electrode.
Figure 4.1: Proposed active electrode EIT belt architecture with active current driver, IA and MEMs shape sensors.
During current injection CD+ is excited by an input signal $V_{in}$ via MUX2. In Figure 4.1, electrode 5 (E5) has been chosen to source the current and electrode 2 (E2) to sink it by switching on MUX3. Both source ($I+$) and sink ($I-$) currents are generated by CD+ and CD– in E5. $I-$ is guided by appropriate MUX1, MUX3 and MUX5 switches to E2 to complete the current path (coloured in purple). In a given cycle, only one pair of CD+ and CD– are switched on; the other drivers are switched off.

Also shown in Figure 4.1 is that each ASIC is able to drive a MEMS sensor (ADXL313 by Analog Devices), designed for tracking the individual patient’s thorax shape and lying position to aid in EIT model selection [88]. The ASIC can also measure ECG providing added clinical information (see section 4.3.3).

An important consideration in voltage recording is noise within Figure 4.2 shows the models used for analysis of the noise performance of two active voltage recording topologies. As shown, the cascade gain in both topologies is set to be equal. For the active buffer topology the input-referred noise $V_{n,buff}$ is:

$$V_{n,buff} = \frac{\sqrt{2 \cdot A^2 \cdot (e_{n1}^2 + e_{n2}^2) + A^2 \cdot e_{n3}^2}}{A}$$

$$= \frac{\sqrt{2 \cdot (e_{n1}^2 + e_{n2}^2) + e_{n3}^2}}{A}$$

(4.1)

where $e_{n1}$ and $e_{n3}$ is the input-referred noise of active buffer and the IA in the hub respectively, and $e_{n2}$ is the noise coupled to the tracks while transmitting signals back to the hub. Assuming $e_{n1} = e_{n3}$ then:

$$V_{n,buff} = \sqrt{3 \cdot e_{n1}^2 + 2 \cdot e_{n2}^2}$$

(4.2)

For the IA summing topology, the input referred noise $V_{n,IA}$ is:

$$V_{n,IA} = \sqrt{\frac{m \cdot A^2 \cdot e_{n3}^2 + m \cdot e_{n2}^2 + e_{n1}^2}{A}}$$

$$= \sqrt{\frac{m \cdot e_{n3}^2}{A^2} + \frac{m \cdot e_{n2}^2}{A^2} + \frac{e_{n1}^2}{A^2}} \approx \sqrt{\frac{m \cdot e_{n3}^2}{A^2}}$$

(4.3)

where $e_{n1}$ and $e_{n3}$ is the input-referred noise of the summing amplifier and active IAs respectively, $e_{n2}$ is the noise coupled to the tracks plus thermal noise of the input
resistors used in the summing amplifier, and \( m \) is the number of IAs used for summation.

From the above equations, it can be concluded that if \( m \) is less or equal to three, the IA summing topology has less noise than the buffer topology, but if \( m \geq 4 \), the summing topology has more noise. In EIT measurement, the most frequently used drive pattern is still adjacent drive, with no electrode offset \((m = 1)\). Other stimulation patterns have been investigated and the results suggest that polar drive which involves large electrode offsets should be avoided [24]. However, a better image could be obtained with a suitable electrode offset selected for specific targeted applications. Nevertheless, when a high number of IAs are used in summation, a design trade-off is made between CMRR and noise.

![Diagram of EIT system topologies](image)

Figure 4.2: Noise analysis of the two active EIT system topologies (a) active buffer topology and (b) active IA sum topology.

### 4.2.2 Central hub of EIT system\(^1\)

Operation control and signal conditioning of the proposed EIT system is carried out in a central hub unit. In operation, the digital control module reads out from a look-

\(^1\) The hub and digital circuit design in this section is a collaborative work with Dr. Dai Jiang, UCL.
up table (LUT) a 12-bit data stream of a pre-stored single-tone sinusoidal waveform. The data stream is converted into an analogue sinusoidal signal, $V_{in}$, by a 12-bit DAC at 32 MSps. This sinusoidal signal excites the current driver in one of the 16 current drivers on the active electrode belt. The address of the LUT readout is programmable so that the frequency of $V_{in}$ can be selected as 125 kHz, 250 kHz, 500 kHz and 1 MHz. The output voltage from the active electrode belt, $V_{sum}$, is further amplified first by an IA and then a programmable gain amplifier (PGA). The amplified voltage is digitized by a 12-bit ADC at 32 MSps into a data stream, $D(n)$, where the real and imaginary vectors, $I$ and $Q$, of each electrode voltage readout are derived from $D(n)$ with digital quadrature demodulation. $I$ and $Q$ are sent to a PC for image reconstruction. The digital control module is implemented on a Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA. The operation of the digital control, including LUT readout, ADC digitization, quadrature demodulation and active electrode control, is synchronized by a central state machine operating at 64 MHz. The analogue frontend is built with commercially off-the-shelf components.

![Diagram of injection control logic in the active electrode (AE)](image)

**Figure 4.3:** Injection control logic in the active electrode (AE).

The active electrode is controlled by two 16-bit stream daisy chains as described in section 3.2.2.1. Figure 4.3 illustrates the active electrode digital control for the
current injection which compares the register current state with the new state to set current drive to source, sink or at idle. The active electrode for voltage recording is controlled by the current bit of $DATA_V$ on each active electrode and at ‘1’ the active electrode IA and MUX4 are turned on. The period of $CLK_I$ is set to 512 μs, with 16 I-rotations, this gives a frame rate of 122 fps.

### 4.3 Active electrode ASIC

#### 4.3.1 EIT current stimulation

The current driver implemented in this ASIC consists of a source driver $CD+$ and a sink driver $CD-$ for fully differential drive.

![Diagram of current driver](image)

**Figure 4.4:** The fully differential current driver implemented in the ASIC driving a load $R_L$.

As shown in Figure 4.4(a), both drivers are based on a four-input transconductance amplifier which is formed by a DDTA and an OTA adapted from section 3.3.1. Each driver has a different feedback configuration. The source driver
CD+ (left) is configured in current feedback, where its output current is set by $G_m = \frac{I_o}{V_{in+}-V_{in-}} \approx \frac{1}{R_f}$ (see Figure 3.8). For the sink driver CD-, its output current is controlled by measuring the CM voltage across the load and its transfer function can be written as:

$$I_{out} \approx G \cdot [(V_{1+} - V_{1-}) - (V_{2+} - V_{2-})] = G \cdot (V_+ + V_-) \quad (4.4)$$

where $G$ is the open loop transconductance of the four-input transconductance amplifier. With the configuration in Figure 4.4(a), an equivalent circuit can be drawn in Figure 4.4(b), where the CD+ is simplified to a current source with $G_m = \frac{1}{R_f}$ and its output impedance $Z_o$. CD- has a transconductance of $G$ to sink a current according to the CM voltage across the load and $r_o$ is the impedance seen at its output node.

The current sourced by CD+ flows from the load $R_L$ to the transconductance $G$, and $r_o$, thus we have:

$$I_L = G \cdot (V_+ + V_-) + \frac{V_-}{r_o} \quad (4.5)$$
as $I_L \cdot R_L = V_+ - V_-$. If let $\alpha = 1 + \frac{1}{G \cdot r_o}$, then:

$$V_+ = \frac{\alpha \cdot I_L}{1 + \alpha} \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\alpha G} + R_L \right) \quad (4.6)$$

and

$$V_- = \frac{I_L}{1 + \alpha} \cdot \left( \frac{1}{G} - R_L \right) \quad (4.7)$$

with equation (4.6) and (4.7), the operation of CD- can be written as a function CM voltage:

$$V_{cm} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot (V_+ + V_-) = \frac{I_L}{2} \cdot \left( \frac{1}{G} + \frac{R_L}{2 \cdot G \cdot r_o} \right) \quad (4.8)$$

From the above, it can be seen that CD- employs a common mode feedback (CMFB) to accompany CD+ to achieve the differential current drive.

### 4.3.2 EIT voltage acquisition

The circuit is formed by two building blocks. A current feedback IA front-end and an output buffer (as described in section 3.3.2) to provide low output impedance and avoid stray capacitance distortion in the connecting tracks. The circuit CMOS level
implementation is shown in Figure 4.5. The IA is based on a current feedback topology [59].

The IA has an input transconductance stage with a source degenerative resistor \( R_1 \). The input stage also has a local feedback current loop M5 to M8. This feedback serves to set the current in M1 and M2 at equal by adjusting the current in MA and MB. The input differential voltage is thus reflected across \( R_1 \) which causes a current difference in MA and MB corresponding to this voltage difference.

\[
\text{Figure 4.5: Current feedback instrumentation amplifier CMOS level implementation.}
\]

At the output stage of the IA, another transconductor mirrors the current difference in MA' and MB' which flows in resistor \( R_2 \). The gate terminal of M10 can be connected to a reference voltage, with \( V_{\text{ref}} = 0 \ V \), and by connecting the gate of M9 to the output \( V_o' \), this forms a feedback loop which adjusts the gate voltage of M9 until the current in both M9 and M10 are equal. This results in an output voltage \( V_o' = (V_+ - V_-) \cdot \frac{R_2}{R_1} \).

Resistor \( R_2 \) and capacitor \( C_2 \) set the bandwidth of the IA to \( f_{\text{3dB}} = \frac{1}{2 \cdot \pi R_2 C_2} \).

The input-referred voltage noise of the IA is defined by:

\[
\frac{V_{\text{IN}}^2}{\Delta f} = 4kT R_1 + 2 \cdot 4kT \cdot 2 \left( \frac{1}{g_{m1,2}} + \frac{g_{m3,4}}{g_{m1,2}^2} \right) \quad (4.9)
\]
where $g_{mi}$ is the small-signal transconductance of transistor $i$, $k$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature, and the noise is measured over a bandwidth of $\Delta f$. From equation (4.9) it is observed that the noise can be minimised by having a small $R_1$. In addition, $R_1$ is also related to the differential input range, defined as $2 \cdot R_1 \cdot I_{d1,2}$. Thus, there is a design trade-off between input range, noise performance and power consumption.

Capacitive mismatch is the primary reason for a limited CMRR in this IA design. To enable a high CMRR at high frequencies, apart from random mismatches which could be reduced by a symmetrical layout, a simple but effective method is to insert a neutralization capacitor, implemented by transistor M4’ as shown in Figure 4.5, to equalize the capacitances at the drains of M3 and M4. The ratio of the width of M4’ to the width of the current mirror transistors (M3, M4) is set to approximately 4/3 [59].

4.3.3 Heart rate recording and shape sensing

In EIT, the shape information can be used to improve EIT algorithms. Through the multiplexers in the ASIC, the hub can selectively communicate with any MEMS accelerometer for boundary shape detection as shown in Figure 4.6 (a). The boundary shape is detected by calculating the accelerometer tilt angle with respect to earth surface, and because the relative position of each accelerometer is known, boundary shape can be drawn and monitored.
Figure 4.6: (a) Boundary shape detection for EIT model selection using MEMs (b) ECG measurement for heart-rate monitoring.

In each ASIC, there is an extra voltage buffer and by selecting two buffers, an ECG signal can be measured using an IA in the hub to extract heart rate as shown in Figure 4.6 (b). Because the current driver biases the body to a known potential, a third lead is no longer required during the ECG recording.
4.4 Measured results

4.4.1 Active electrode ASIC

The ASIC was designed in 0.35-μm CMOS HV process technology and operates from ±9 V (analog) and 3.3 V (digital) power supplies. The chip micrograph is shown in Figure 4.7 with the various blocks labelled. The total area is 3.1 mm × 3.1 mm. Table 4-1 summarizes the measured performance of the ASIC.

![Figure 4.7: Active electrode ASIC micrograph.](image)

4.4.2 System performance test

To verify the system performance, impedance measurement tests were carried out for all possible channels to investigate system measurement accuracy and channel variations. After calibration as specified in section 3.4.2 for each operating frequency, the system was set to measure a parallel R-C load where $R=99 \, \Omega$ and $C=2.88 \, \text{pF}$. For the 16-electrode system, there are 208 channels, and it measures impedances at 125 kHz, 250 kHz, 500 kHz and 1 MHz. The system gives results in terms of the impedance and the phase delay from the R-C load and the measured results are compared to the ideal value.
The measured results are plotted in Figure 4.8 in solid black lines for both impedance amplitude and phase along with the ideal value given in dotted blue lines. Across the frequency band, on average, the system has an impedance measurement accuracy of 98.9%, and a phase measurement accuracy of 98.2% calculated based on the following equation:

\[
\text{Impedance acc\%} = 100\% \cdot \left[ 1 - \frac{\text{abs}(Z_{\text{measured}} - Z_{\text{ideal}})}{Z_{\text{ideal}}} \right] \tag{4.10}
\]

and

\[
\text{Phase acc\%} = 100\% \cdot \left[ 1 - \frac{\text{abs}(\theta_{\text{measured}} - \theta_{\text{ideal}})}{\theta_{\text{ideal}}} \right] \tag{4.11}
\]

where \(Z_{\text{measured}}\) and \(\theta_{\text{measured}}\) is the average value obtained from the 208 channels at each frequency and the final accuracy is the average value from all four frequencies.

\[\text{Figure 4.8: System impedance measurement accuracy where the solid black lines are the measured values and blue dotted lines are ideal values.}\]
The red error bars in Figure 4.8 show the maximum spread across all 208 channels at a given frequency. The measurement variance on impedance amplitude is ±0.49 Ω and the phase variance is ±0.77°.

To illustrate the merit of the proposed active electrode architecture, a comparison is made between three eight-electrode EIT systems using different architectures, namely the passive, active buffer, and the proposed active IA. All three systems were tested on the same resistive phantom [50] which has two diagonal inner resistive elements (see Figure 4.9 for reference) $R_L$ and $R_R$ which represent the ‘objects’ inside the phantom. Figure 4.10 (a) is the EIT image using simulation data as reference for comparison. Figure 4.10(b) is the image obtained from a passive system, Figure 4.10 (c) is the image obtained from an active buffer system, and Figure 4.10 (d) is from the proposed IA based architecture implementation. The active IA is the best match to the ideal.

![Simplified EIT model with both current drive and voltage recording for an eight-electrode system.](image)
Figure 4.10: Comparison of images that is produced between three different 8-electrode based EIT systems to an ideal EIT image by simulation; (a) Ideal EIT image, (b) Passive EIT (c) Active buffer EIT system (d) Proposed active IA EIT system, the colour bar shows normalized conductance.

For the 16 electrode system imaging test, the phantom is measured from 125 kHz to 1 MHz and the results are shown in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. In the top phantom, two 45 Ω resistive elements for both $R_L$ and $R_R$ to represent the diagonal phantom ‘objects’ so that the phantom is purely resistive. However, tissues are modelled as a combination of R-C elements, and for different types of tissues or due to certain clinical conditions, they vary differently with respect to frequency. To illustrate that, as shown in Figure 4.11, for the bottom phantom, it is modified with $R_R$ and $Z_R$ at the two diagonal positions. $R_L = 45 \ \Omega$ but $Z_R$ is a R-C parallel impedance where $R = 68 \ \Omega$, $C = 21 \ \text{nF}$.

As shown in Figure 4.12, the effect of $Z_R$ is demonstrated when multi-frequency images are applied. The phantom ‘object’ corresponding to $Z_R$ fades away as the frequency increases due to its reactive component. This phenomenon is significant at
1 MHz. It cannot be detected as shown in Figure 4.11 at 125 kHz because the impedance value of $Z_R$ is also $\sim45 \Omega$ at that frequency. In clinical applications, different tissues or conditions (e.g. pulmonary edema) can be identified by observing the EIT images over a wide bandwidth.

These results not only demonstrate that the proposed system can image accurately up to 1 MHz when compared to the ideal image, but also show the importance of a wide EIT bandwidth for impedance differentiation.
Table 4-1: ASIC measured performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Transconductance (mA/V)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (Hz)</th>
<th>Phase (at 1 MHz)</th>
<th>$Z_{out}$ (at 1 MHz)</th>
<th>$I_{OUT}$ Maximum</th>
<th>THD (at 1 MHz)</th>
<th>Voltage Compliance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current Driver</strong></td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1 M</td>
<td>12°</td>
<td>507 kΩ</td>
<td>6 mA$_{p-p}$</td>
<td>43 dB</td>
<td>10 V$_{p-p}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Gain (V/V)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (Hz)</th>
<th>Phase (at 1 MHz)</th>
<th>CMRR (at 1 MHz)</th>
<th>Input range</th>
<th>THD (at 1 MHz)</th>
<th>Input-Refered Noise (Bandwidth)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrumentation Amplifier</strong></td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>1 M</td>
<td>23°</td>
<td>74 dB</td>
<td>300 mV$_{p-p}$</td>
<td>42.5 dB</td>
<td>25.8 µVrms (0.05-1 MHz)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.11: The 16 electrode system phantom image results at only 125 kHz; the top phantom has two resistive elements $R_L$ and $R_R$ at diagonal positions. The bottom phantom has one resistive element $R_L$ and an R-C impedance load $Z_R$ at diagonal positions. The colour bar shows normalized conductance.
Figure 4.12: The 16 electrode system phantom image results at 250 kHz, 500 kHz and 1 MHz to distinguish between $Z_R$ and $R_R$, the colour bar shows normalized conductance.
4.4.3 Boundary shape tracking

The shape measurement test is shown in Figure 4.13(a); a variety of contour shapes are created. A test belt containing the ASIC and MEMS is wrapped around these contours for shape measurement, the contour shapes are recorded and compared with the shapes reconstructed from the MEMS. As shown in Figure 4.13 three shapes, circle, oval and torso were tested. The black line is the reference contour and the dotted line is the reconstructed shape with each MEMS sensor labelled. By identifying the sensors, the belt orientation can also be observed. In the torso-like shape in Figure 4.13(d), the belt is rotated by 100 degrees compared to Figure 4.13(c).

Figure 4.13: Shape measurement (a) the belt is wrapped on the contour (b) Circle shape (c) Oval shape (d) Torso-like shape reconstructed in comparison with the scanned reference where the black lines are the reference contours and blue lines are the reconstructed shape.
4.4.4 System in-vivo validation

The in-vivo test was carried out on a healthy male volunteer using a larger size belt. The belt was covered with the textile dressing and a detailed description of the belt construction is given in Figure 3.21. The volunteer was asked to breathe normally while EIT measurements were taken. Eighty frames of lung respiration EIT images are reconstructed in Figure 4.14(a).

![Reconstructed EIT Lung Images](image)

**Figure 4.14:** The in-vivo measurement results (a) Reconstructed EIT lung images, the colour bar shows normalized conductance. (b) The breathing cycle corresponding to the EIT images.

![ECG Measurement Results](image)

**Figure 4.15:** The ECG measurement results for heart-rate monitoring.
The EIT images show lung respiration changes in a cross-section view, the colour scale on the right-hand side indicates the conductance variation compared to the reference baseline (the first frame). The colour maps from red to blue indicate the regions that are more conductive (red) or resistive (blue). During inhalation, the lung is inflated, and this results in impedance increments in the chest region. The regions have impedance increments and the level of such increments is illustrated by the area and intensity of blue scaled colours on the EIT image and vice-versa. The thorax impedance variation is with respect to the reference frame, and it is plotted in Figure 4.14(b). It corresponds to the EIT images in Figure 4.14(a) and can be used to identify the breathing cycle, e.g. a longer breath was held after the third inhalation.

The ECG was also measured on the volunteer and the result is shown in Figure 4.15. The ECG signal is recorded for heart rate monitoring.

4.4.5 Comparison with other work

Table 4-2 compares state-of-the-art wearable EIT systems for lung function monitoring. The proposed system is highly integrated with a novel active electrode architecture. This system has the widest bandwidth of 1 MHz and the highest image frame rate of 122 fps. In addition, it offers very flexible programmable electrode patterns for current injection and voltage measurement. It also incorporates other important clinical features in an integrated wearable belt.
Table 4-2: Comparison with other work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of electrodes</td>
<td>32 electrodes</td>
<td>16 electrodes</td>
<td>32 electrodes</td>
<td>16 electrodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active electrodes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active electrode configuration</td>
<td>Active buffer</td>
<td>Active buffer</td>
<td>Active buffer and current driver</td>
<td>Active IA and current driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIT scan pattern</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Programmable</td>
<td>Programmable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>150 kHz</td>
<td>11.25 kHz</td>
<td>50 – 500 kHz</td>
<td>Up to 1 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current amplitude</td>
<td>50% of $I_{\text{max}}^1$</td>
<td>2.8 mA_{pp}</td>
<td>$\leq 6$ mA_{pp}</td>
<td>$\leq 6$ mA_{pp}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame rate</td>
<td>50 fps</td>
<td>25 fps</td>
<td>107 fps</td>
<td>122 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso shape tracking</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Maximum patient auxiliary current conforming to IEC 60601-1.
4.5 Summary

A programmable neonatal thorax vital multiple sign monitoring EIT system that is capable of monitoring lung respiration, breathing cycle and heart rate as well as tracking belt position and boundary shape information has been developed. Unlike other active electrode EIT systems, this system has a novel IA based summation architecture with an ASIC providing superior common-mode rejection ratio while reducing the complexity of wiring and digital control. The system has a fast image frame rate of 122 fps, a wide bandwidth of 1 MHz, and multi-frequency capability. It can measure impedance with 98% accuracy within less than 0.5 Ω and 1° variations across all channels. The EIT image results demonstrated the merits of the new system architecture and the benefit of wideband EIT. Using the system, different shapes were accurately measured and lung respiration EIT images, breathing cycles and heart rate were successfully captured.
Chapter 5

EIT for prosthesis hand control

5.1 Introduction

As a promising HMI approach, sEMG has undergone years of development, especially for hand prosthesis [89], [90]. Reported studies cover topics such as: 1) electronic designs for detection of sEMG using discrete components [91] as well as integrated circuit solutions [92], [93]; 2) electrode materials, placement and number of channels [94], [95]; 3) data processing methods for intent interpretation e.g. using support vector machine [96] and neural networks [97]; 4) myoelectric actuator control profiles such as on-off, and proportional schemes [98] as well as grasp force feedback control [99].

Figure 5.1: Proposed EIT based hand prosthesis control system with ASIC.

However, a significant gap remains in making a seamless HMI for hand prosthesis control, and the fundamental challenges relate to sEMG recording [100]. The sEMG
amplitude is up to tens of mV with frequencies up to about 500 Hz. This makes recording susceptible to noise and low frequency interference. Deep muscle activity in the forearm is also difficult to record using sEMG. This chapter presents a different HMI approach. The proposed system is shown in Figure 5.1 to capture the bone and muscle motion through EIT measurements and uses the data to control a prosthetic hand in real-time.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the detailed system design and implementation. Measured results in section 5.3 which demonstrate the successful operation of the EIT based HMI hand prosthesis system and its medium-term performance. The merits and limits of EIT for HMI hand prosthesis control are also discussed. Summary and remarks are provided in section 5.4.

5.2 System design and implementation

5.2.1 System architecture

The overall system architecture is shown in Figure 5.2. It comprises three parts: 1) hardware EIT system, 2) software on the PC for data processing and pattern recognition, and 3) hand prosthesis control unit. The EIT reader is attached to the wearable wristband and can operate the eight electrodes inside the band.

As shown in Figure 5.2, the front-end ASIC includes a differential current driver, and a current feedback IA designed with low-voltage compliance. The DAC generates a voltage signal, which is filtered and sent to the fully differential current driver in the ASIC. The EIT voltages are measured through the current feedback IA in the ASIC. Following band-pass filtering the IA’s output is digitized for I-Q demodulation. After receiving the user input through the UART link, EIT measurements are initiated. On completion, demodulated data carrying hand motion information is transferred back to the PC for pattern learning and then classification. When given a classification, it is
passed on to the microcontroller on the prosthesis hand. The control unit sends out pulse width modulation (PWM) signals to ultimately recreate the same hand grip pattern that the user is performing when EIT measurements are taken.
Figure 5.2: Overall HMI system architecture.
5.2.2 Analog front-end ASIC

The current driver block diagram is shown in Figure 5.2 and its corresponding transistor-level schematic is shown in Figure 5.3. Under current feedback, the source current $I+$ can be written as:

$$
I+ = (V_{1+} - V_{1-}) \cdot \frac{A_{ol} \cdot Gm_{ota}}{1 + A_{ol} \cdot Gm_{ota} \cdot R_f}
$$

(5.1)

where $Gm_{ota}$ is the transconductance of the OTA output stage and $V_{1+} - V_{1-}$ is the input voltage of the current source circuit, and $A_{ol}$ is the open loop gain of the DDTA input stage that is enhanced by the cascoded output branch, it is defined as:

$$
A_{ol} \approx \beta \times g_{m_n} \times \left\{ \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{g_{m_1} \times \frac{1}{g_{o6}} \times \frac{1}{g_{o7}}}} + \frac{1}{g_{m_8} \times \frac{1}{g_{o8}} \times \frac{1}{g_{o9}}} \right\}
$$

(5.2)

where $g_o$ is the admittance at the drain of each labelled transistor, $\beta$ is the transistor $W/L$ ratio between $M5$ and $M6$, and $g_{m_n}$ is the transconductance of the input stage.

$M10, M10'$ are biased in the triode region with drains connected to measure and regulate the output CM level. The differential output is connected to the OTA output stage whose output is connected to $R_f$ to provide a linear feedback. The current sink driver is implemented by a two-stage DDTA whose open loop transconductance is $\frac{g_{m_n}}{g_{g17} + g_{g21}} \times g_{m_23}$. The detailed design procedure of the current driver is explained in section 3.3.1 and 4.3.1.
Figure 5.3: Transistor-level schematic of the current driver.
The basic functional diagram of the IA is shown in Figure 5.2. It applies differential inputs to resistor $R_1$ via buffers, so that the current $i_1$ is equal to $\frac{V_{in}}{R_1}$. Because $i_1$ is equal to $i_2$, the output voltage $V_o$ is the sum of voltage $V_{ref}$ and the voltage across $R_2$ provided via buffers. The IA implementation is detailed in section 4.3.2. Given the application, the maximum output current is set to $1 \text{ mA}_{p-p}$, and the linear range of the IA is set to $100 \text{ mV}_{p-p}$. To achieve low power consumption, the biasing current is set to $25 \mu\text{A}$, and $R_1$ is set to $2 \text{ k}\Omega$ which gives an input-referred noise of $10 \mu\text{V}_{\text{rms}}$ over the bandwidth from 25 kHz to 1 MHz. With $R_2=20 \text{ k}\Omega$, the gain of the IA set to $10 \text{ V/V}$.

5.2.3 Digital controls and I-Q demodulation

The ASIC is connected to the digital circuits through a pair of data converters and the analog back-end comprising standard analog filters and two single-to-differential amplifiers as shown in Figure 5.2, using off-the-shelf components.

![Digital controls and I-Q demodulation](image)

Figure 5.4: State machine for controlling the EIT operation.

The digital circuits control the EIT operation with a state machine comprising three nested loops, as shown in Figure 5.4, managing the electrode scan for current drive, voltage readout, and signal acquisition and processing. The outer loop controls the current drive, which has eight states, each selecting a pair of adjacent electrodes to be multiplexed to the current driver. Each state in the outermost loop triggers the middle loop for voltage scan. The middle loop runs a full cycle before the outer loop

---

1 The digital circuit design in this section is a collaborative work with Dr. Dai Jiang, UCL.
moves to the next state. The outer loop completes a full cycle to generate one complete dataset. The middle loop also has eight states controlling the multiplexing of eight pairs of adjacent electrodes to the IA. Each state in the middle loop triggers the inner loop for signal acquisition. There are three states in the inner loop. After the middle loop has switched the IA inputs to a new pair of electrodes, the inner loop first resets the band-pass filter in the analog back-end to the reference voltage in order to avoid large signal fluctuation that might require a long settling time. After the reset, the inner loop allows the voltage at the input of the ADC to settle before starting sampling and I-Q demodulation. Once the inner loop completes the sampling and I-Q demodulation state, the middle loop moves to the next state, which triggers a new cycle in the inner loop.

![Diagram of hand prosthesis control](image)

**Figure 5.5:** Hand prosthesis control with two sub-control groups with gesture enabled switching method.

### 5.2.4 Hand prosthesis motion control

A servo-motor based hand prosthesis is used in this study. It has six servo-motors of which five are inside the prosthesis arm and are responsible for finger movement and one underneath the holding station for rotating the whole prosthesis hand. The
servo-motor receives the PWM signal to control the angular position of each finger and rotation of the prosthesis arm mechanically according to the duty cycle of the received PWM signal. The PWM signal is generated by an Arduino-Nano microcontroller that is placed on the holding station. For six motors, six PWM signals are used, and their duty cycles are pre-stored inside the microcontroller. Each hand motion (see Figure 5.5) has its own six pre-stored PWM data. Upon receiving the command from the computer, the microcontroller sends out the signals to create the corresponding hand motion on the prosthesis arm.

Nine hand gestures divided into two sub-control groups are proposed that can be recreated by the hand prosthesis, and two other hand gestures (with no corresponding prosthesis motion) to implement the group selection without additional hardware. The control scheme is shown in Figure 5.5. The user can perform ‘Left’ or ‘Right’ gesture to select the desired sub-control group. Each sub-control group has five gestures that the user can perform, and ‘Fist’ is a shared gesture in all groups, to allow sub-group re-selection.

![System control flow chart for training and prosthesis operation.](image)

Figure 5.6: System control flow chart for training and prosthesis operation.
Due to individual differences, each user is required to train specific neural networks before their hand motion is recognizable by the system. Figure 5.6 shows the complete system control flow chart. It is divided into two main phases: the data training phase and the prosthesis operation phase. The system uses neural network to recognize the bio-impedance patterns measured by the EIT reader. The neural network is provided by MATLAB’s neural network toolbox pattern recognition tool. During the training, the prosthesis hand is in the idle state. The user needs to hold the hand gesture while the EIT reader continuously carries out measurements until sufficient data is recorded.

The system records three sets of data for the ‘Gesture’ group and five sets of data for each sub-group A and B. Each time the EIT reader takes a measurement, it sends all demodulated I-Q data to the PC where the data is converted to forty bio-impedance values that are labelled and stored for training. Once the stored data is learnt, functions that represent the trained neural networks can be generated and used for classification during the prosthesis operation phase. There are three trained neural networks as shown: G for ‘Gesture’ group and A and B for the two sub-control groups. Only one neural network is online at a given time.

In the prosthesis operation phase, the EIT reader continuously takes measurements every 200 ms until the user terminates the operation. Measured data is passed to the trained neural network for classification. The system starts with G network as shown in Figure 5.6 and progresses to control group A or B if ‘Left’ or ‘Right’ gesture is recognized. The software gives indications as to which group is online and pauses for 3 s when entering a sub-control group, so that the user can re-gesture according to the selected groups. As the flow chart is identical for groups A and B, only A is shown in Figure 5.6. The system employs a counter return method so that when five consecutive ‘Fist’ gestures are detected, the online trained neural network returns to G with the prosthesis set in the ‘Fist’ gesture. Until such condition occurs, the system stays in the sub-control group. When another gesture is classified, the counter resets.
and the microcontroller operates the hand prosthesis according to the classification output.
5.3 **Measured results**

5.3.1 **Analog front-end ASIC**

The ASIC is designed in 0.18-µm CMOS technology and operates from ±1.65 V power supplies. The ASIC micrograph is shown in Figure 5.7 (The function modules occupies a die area of 0.07 mm²) and the complete EIT reader system.

![ASIC micrograph with individual blocks labelled and the complete EIT reader with the ASIC mounted on a daughter board and a FPGA stacked on top of the motherboard.](image)

*Figure 5.7: ASIC micrograph with individual blocks labelled and the complete EIT reader with the ASIC mounted on a daughter board and a FPGA stacked on top of the motherboard.*

The ASIC performance is summarized in Table 5-1. The IA measured maximum differential input signal range is 100 mV<sub>pp</sub>, and at 200 kHz the output has a THD of 53 dB. The measured input-referred voltage noise is 9 µV<sub>rms</sub> from 25 kHz to 1 MHz. As shown in Figure 5.8 the IA has a gain of 20 dB up to 200 kHz and a CM gain of -60 dB (input CM signal of 1 V<sub>pp</sub>), providing 80 dB CMRR at 200 kHz.
The transconductance (and bandwidth) of the current driver was measured by outputting a 1 mA<sub>p-p</sub> current into a 1 kΩ load; the results are shown in Figure 5.9. The transconductance is maintained at 3.98 mA/V at 200 kHz and with only a 0.5% drop from the initial value at 10 kHz. The measured THD is 42dB and the measured output impedance is 750 kΩ at 500 kHz.

Figure 5.8: Measured common-mode and differential-mode gains of the IA.

Figure 5.9: Measured transconductance and bandwidth of the current driver with a 1 kΩ load.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Current Driver</th>
<th>IA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gm/Gain</td>
<td>3.97mA/V</td>
<td>10 V/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>500 kHz</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output current</td>
<td>Up to 1 mA_{pp}</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output impedance</td>
<td>750 kΩ (at 500 kHz)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMRR</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>80 dB (at 200 kHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential input signal range</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>100 mV_{pp}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THD</td>
<td>42 dB</td>
<td>53 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input-referred noise (25 kHz – 1MHz)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9 µV_{rms}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-1: ASIC measured performance.

5.3.2 System testing and results

Five volunteers were recruited, two females and all right handed, for system testing. The wristband was worn on the left forearm and after applying a standard medical grade conductive ECG gel the training could begin (the gel moisturized the skin for better electrical contact). System testing started with gathering data for neural network training. Each volunteer was asked to perform the eleven gestures shown in Figure 5.5 with 150 datasets taken for each gesture. The collected data was then grouped as shown in Figure 5.5 for neural network training. After training was completed, the volunteer was asked to first perform all gestures, starting from group G and entering group A and performing all gestures in the group. Afterward, the volunteer could exit the control group and then re-enter group B to repeat the same procedure. Lastly, the volunteer returned to the ‘gesture’ group. Once this full cycle was completed, the volunteer could perform the gestures at will and the same hand grip pattern could be recreated by the hand prosthesis.
To illustrate how EIT could differentiate between gestures intuitively, a set of measured bio-impedance values were plotted and visually inspected together with a reconstructed EIT image. Shown in Figure 5.10 is the data from the first volunteer as an example. Forty measured bio-impedance values in 50 datasets were normalized and plotted with an EIT image reconstructed using the average of these datasets. By visual inspection, it can be seen that each gesture has its own distinctive patterns reflected on both the bio-impedance plots as well as the EIT images.
Figure 5.10: All gestures that have corresponding prosthesis motions; and 50 datasets of 40 measured impedance combinations plotted. Using the average of 50 datasets, a corresponding EIT image is produced, the colour bar shows normalized conductance.
The system accuracy was evaluated with the cross-validation method using the 150 datasets previously captured. The first 50 datasets were used to train the neural network. Then an additional test was performed using the remaining 100 datasets. Each volunteer’s data produced three confusion matrixes and by averaging the results, three overall confusion matrixes could be obtained as shown in Figure 5.11. G group achieved an accuracy of 98.5% (it is necessary that this group can provide the highest accuracy for sub-control group switching). group A achieved an overall accuracy of 92%, where confusion occurred between ‘Point’ and ‘Scissors’ and between ‘OK’ and ‘Open’. Group B achieved an overall accuracy of 97% with little confusion occurring between ‘Fist’ and ‘Thumbs-Up’. Overall, these two groups has an average accuracy
of 94.4%, and with the result of G group, it leads to an overall system accuracy of 95.8%.

Table 5-2 provides a comparison between HMI systems, both using sEMG and EIT, for hand gesture recognition and prosthesis control. For sEMG, the system that uses a similar number of acquisition channels (sEMG requires two electrodes per channel) was selected together with hand gesture pools for comparison. As shown, the HMI system reported in this work has achieve the highest bandwidth, and with the potential to be further integrated into a system-on-chip solution. In terms of classification accuracy, the system developed using EIT as a newly emerged HMI method, it is worthy of comparison to the long-studied sEMG method. Possible merit of using EIT for HMI application is further discussed in section 5.3.4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>[89]</th>
<th>[90]</th>
<th>[93]</th>
<th>[22]</th>
<th>[23]</th>
<th>This Work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channels ¹</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8 – 32</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technique</td>
<td>sEMG</td>
<td>sEMG</td>
<td>sEMG</td>
<td>EIT</td>
<td>EIT</td>
<td>EIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Gestures</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8 + 5 ²</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5 + 5 + 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifier</td>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>ANN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-Time</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>88.5 – 94.3%</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Bandwidth</td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>100 kHz</td>
<td>100 kHz</td>
<td>200 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Two EMG electrodes required for one channel recording.

² Gesture multi-groups used. 3 Linear discriminant analysis.

Table 5-2: Comparison with other work.
5.3.3 Preliminary medium-term performance

It was observed that for a single user even with the same pre-defined gesture, a gesture could be performed with differences (e.g. stretch open and relaxed open). As the system measures the bio-impedance alterations, such differences can reduce system accuracy. This behaviour tends to worsen over time as the user is more likely, but unintentionally, to perform the same gesture with differences. To maintain system accuracy, either data from multiple sessions could be used at the start of training or retraining of the neural network over time.

The reliability of the system accuracy was evaluated over multiple sessions. Fifty sessions were carried out by a volunteer; 50 datasets were taken for each gesture and 5 gestures were taken in one session using Group A gestures which had the lowest accuracy in the tests in section 5.3.2. Between sessions, there was a two-minute break. Using these datasets from fifty sessions, the system accuracy was evaluated using four different types of training method. The accuracy is shown in Figure 5.12. The training methods are distinguished by: a) total number of sessions trained; b) retraining used. Their details are listed in Table 5-3. The preliminary results in Figure 5.12 indicate that unintentional gesture variations, which are unavoidable during practical use, can reduce system accuracy. However, this variation could be compensated by using multiple sessions for initial training (occasional retraining also proved to be effective).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Initial Training Sessions</th>
<th>Retraining (Sessions Used)</th>
<th>Total Sessions Trained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 to 5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 to 10</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 to 3</td>
<td>Once (26 &amp; 27)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 to 8</td>
<td>Once (26 &amp; 27)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-3: Details of training methods.
Figure 5.12: Single-user multi-session accuracy test results.

Figure 5.13: Multi-user accuracy reproducibility test results.

The reproducibility of the system was also examined. First, it was investigated whether the accuracy of the results in section 5.3.2 can be repeated over time. For this test, 6 sessions were carried out by 5 volunteers. In each session, 5 gestures were taken and for each gesture 50 datasets were captured for training and 100 datasets for testing, using Group A gestures. Sessions were evenly divided into 3 day intervals with at least 2 hours gap between each session. Using the data from each session for training and testing, the overall accuracy for each user can be plotted as shown in
Figure 5.13. The results suggest that the system performance of the testing in section 5.3.2 is reproducible.

Secondly, the correlation between these 6 sessions was also investigated by using the first 5 sessions as training data to test the last session. The results indicate that there is little correlation between the first 5 sessions and the last session. This suggests that initial training is required each time the user starts to wear the device.

Finally, using datasets from the reproducibility test, all data were combined and sent to 12 different machine learning algorithms for performance comparison using the Classification Learner APP in MATLAB in addition to the artificial neural network (ANN) algorithms. With the default setting, each algorithm was trained, and the test was done using an exported model. The results are summarized in Table 5-4. For each algorithm, the accuracy and computational time are listed. As shown both the support vector machine (SVM) and K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithms can reach an accuracy over 90%, but on average KNN tends to require a longer training time. Compared with ANN (with the default setting using 10 hidden neurons) it only takes 1 s for training while offering competitive accuracy; by increasing the neuron size to 100 its accuracy increased to 91.1% while requiring less training time compared with other algorithms. These preliminary results suggest that the EIT datasets are not particularly sensitive to any specific machine learning algorithm. However, it is possible that optimization of a specific algorithm will offer better accuracy with shorter training times in the future.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear SVM</td>
<td>Quadratic SVM</td>
<td>Cubic SVM</td>
<td>Fine Gaussian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>87.3%</td>
<td>91.2%</td>
<td>91.4%</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Time</td>
<td>9.2 s</td>
<td>6.3 s</td>
<td>6.1 s</td>
<td>9.9 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine Gaussian</td>
<td>Medium Gaussian</td>
<td>Coarse Gaussian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
<td>89.8%</td>
<td>72.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Time</td>
<td>9.9 s</td>
<td>12.3 s</td>
<td>18.3 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coarse Gaussian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>89.8%</td>
<td>72.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Time</td>
<td>12.3 s</td>
<td>18.3 s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weighted KNN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
<td>89.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Time</td>
<td>198.4 s</td>
<td>14.3 s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-4: Comparison of machine learning algorithms.
5.3.4 Discussion

The proposed EIT HMI system differentiates hand gestures using the differences in bio-impedance. For the system to work reliably, it is essential that the impedance features measured from each gesture for training have good generality and remain unchanged from session to session. Based on the preliminary results in Section 5.3.3 impedance features can vary due to different ways of performing the same gesture. Fortunately, this alteration can be compensated for a single user. The other likely impedance feature alteration can be caused by different electrode wristband positioning.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.14:** Advantages of EIT as an alternative HMI method for hand prosthesis control in terms of: (a) signal bandwidth and strength; (b) different measurement sequences.

For example, the electrodes 6 and 7 in Figure 5.14(b) measure the impedance over the grey shaded area in the first session. In a following session the wristband position will be different, and the position of electrodes is changed. The system
measures different tissue which may possess very different impedance values. Such alteration has been observed during the second part of the medium-term performance where the user not only took off the band from session to session, but also the electrode position was constantly adjusted to fit different users. As a result, even though the system is able to function properly within sessions, little correlation is found between sessions. This leads to an unavoidable initial training each time the band is worn.

Despite the training only requiring a few minutes, it is still a weakness of this HMI system. Given the limited number of sessions of this preliminary study, further work is needed to examine whether these feature alterations due to electrode band positioning could be improved. Similar issues are faced by the sEMG method where electrode position markers are used when carrying out chronic tests [101]. In addition, to improve the system chronic performances, adaptive algorithms [102] and feedback method [103] are also proposed towards solving this open challenge. These solutions may be considered to be transferrable when using the EIT method.

Compared to sEMG whose amplitude ranges up to tens of mV with frequencies up to about 500 Hz, as shown in Figure 5.14(a), the frequency and the amplitude of measurable voltages in EIT are directly related to the current drive which is user programmable in the range from hundreds of $\mu$A to a few mA and in a bandwidth from 50 kHz up to 1 MHz. This means the amplitude of the induced measurable signal is adjustable in favor of producing a higher signal-to-noise ratio. Also as the frequency of the signal is tunable, it can be moved away from the low-frequency interferences, such as the 50 Hz mains, which makes the system more robust. In addition, as different types of human tissue, e.g. bone, fat or muscles, feature different values of bio-impedance due to their biological structures, with EIT they can be differentiated at different frequencies [2]. Interrogation of tissues with a wide and tunable bandwidth could offer more information. EIT can also operate with different measurement sequences [104]. It could interrogate different or deep muscle groups with different
sequences for more in-depth analysis as shown in Figure 5.14(b). Finally, EIT could not only offer high-resolution electrode arrays but also multi-plane measurements [otherwise known as three-dimensional (3D)] EIT [105]) which could gather impedance variations at different arm positions simultaneously. Impedance frequency differentiation, exploring measurement sequences and high-resolution multi-plane (3D) EIT hardware upgrades, as well as a performance comparison between sEMG and EIT will be the subject of future investigation.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, an HMI based on EIT technology has been developed. The EIT reader uses an integrated ASIC that consists of a fully differential current driver and a low noise, high CMRR IA. When integrated into the EIT reader, it can accurately capture the user's forearm inner bio-impedance redistribution, providing both real and imaginary impedance readings to the PC for pattern recognition and feature extraction using an artificial neural network. The system can recognize eleven hand gestures with a gesture enabled sub-grouping method to enlarge gesture pool sizes while ensuring recognition accuracy with minimum influence on user experiences. Experiments have shown that the system can achieve 98.5% accuracy with a grouping of three gestures and an accuracy of 94.4% with two sets of five gestures. A complete HMI system based on the EIT principle for hand prosthesis control has been presented, and its medium-term performance investigated including a preliminary analysis over different types of machine learning algorithm. The merits as well as the limits of EIT as an HMI system have also been discussed and future work proposed. Moreover, for hand prosthesis controls applications, with more sophisticated tools, in-depth studies can be carried out e.g. producing dextrous prosthesis hand for the amputees that could better-
reducing phantom pains [106], or possibly monitoring the muscle movement chronically as the indication for pathological progression.
Chapter 6

Conclusion and future work

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis two important research topics have been pursued: 1) Development of a wearable and multi-functional EIT system for neonate lung respiration, breathing cycle, and heart-rate monitoring. 2) Using the EIT technique as a new bridge for human-machine interface.

For neonatal lung respiration research, a neonatal thorax vital multiple sign monitoring EIT system that is capable of monitoring lung respiration has been presented. The system features a highly integrated ASIC as active electrode for differential current drive and voltage recording. Unlike other active electrode EIT systems, this system has a novel IA based summation architecture which offers lower noise, and superior CMRR while reducing the complexity of wiring and digital control. The merit of such system architecture has been demonstrated. This system has a fast image frame rate of 122 fps, a wide bandwidth of 1 MHz, and multi-frequency capability. It can measure impedance with 98% accuracy within less than 0.5 Ω and 1° variations across all channels. The system also demonstrated the breathing cycle and heart rate functionality during in the in-vivo test along with lung exhalation and inhalation EIT images captured. The system can also track belt position and provide boundary shape information. A number of test shapes have been successfully reconstructed. Subject to further optimisation, this neonatal system will be tested in a paediatric hospital later in 2019.
For human-machine interface research, a wearable EIT device that uses an ASIC consisting of a fully differential current driver and a low noise, high CMRR IA has been developed. The system can accurately capture the user’s forearm bio-impedance redistribution, providing both real and imaginary impedance readings to the PC for pattern recognition and feature extraction using an artificial neural network. The system achieves a recognition accuracy of 95.8%. The medium-term performance has been investigated, suggesting that the system has a reproducible accuracy over time, and re-training from period to period can improve the system reliability. Furthermore, a preliminary analysis has been carried out over different types of machine learning algorithms which suggested that the EIT data is not sensitive to a specific algorithm. Future work would entail examination whether the frequency features from bio-impedance measurements could provide more information for gesture differentiation, and whether combining different EIT scan patterns could lead to more reliable results.

The work presented in this thesis has focused on circuit integration using CMOS technology towards better and successful system performance while offering small size for applications in wearable devices. The work emphasizes the importance of system level integration, by not only proposing new circuit designs but also novel system architectures for EIT hardware. This work is application driven, and with further multi-disciplinary effort will enable its full in-vivo and in-vitro testing and system evaluation.
6.2 **Novel CMOS circuits for future EIT systems**

6.2.1 **Power-efficient EIT current driver with PWMs**

6.2.1.1 **Motivation**

The current driver designed in this work provides good performance, but it suffers from high power consumption due to multiple biasing current paths. For low power design, the H-bridge based current mirror topology is often implemented [107]. As shown in Figure 6.1, it uses two independent PMOS and NMOS current mirrors to source and sink the current across the load with a DAC control, this open loop topology suffers from current mismatch due to process variations [108].

![Diagram of conventional H-bridge based current generator with current mirror DAC.](image)

**Figure 6.1: Conventional H-bridge based current generator with current mirror DAC.**

In this section, a new design is proposed based on the H-bridge topology and features low power. Compared to the conventional H-bridge driver, it incorporates linear feedback while actively cancels CM signals. The current into the load is a PWM sinewave through the switched H-bridge.
6.2.1.2 Circuit design

The circuit implementation of the proposed current generator is shown in Figure 6.2. The source current is provided by a single PMOS transistor M0 in the current feedback loop. The IA measures the current through $R_f$ and opamp-A provides feedback to adjust the gate voltage of M0 towards a ‘virtual short’ which causes the feedback voltage across $R_f$ to be equal to $V_{in}$. The transconductance for the source current generator is:

$$G_{m_{source}} = \frac{A_{ol} \times G_{m_{M0}}}{1 + A_{ol} \times G_{m_{M0}} \times A_{IA} \times R_f} \approx \frac{1}{R_f \times A_{IA}} \quad (6.1)$$

where $A_{IA}$ is the IA gain, $A_{ol}$ is the open loop gain of opamp-A, and $G_{m_{M0}}$ is the transconductance of transistor M0. As a result of the feedback loop, the output impedance of the source current generator is $A_{ol} \times G_{m_{M0}} \times R_f \times r_{o_{M0}}$ which is much larger than a simple cascode current mirror as (used in Figure 6.1) while offering a wider voltage compliance of $V_{cc} - V_{ov_{M0}} - I_{out} \times R_f$. The sink current is also provided by a single NMOS transistor M1 offering a voltage compliance of $V_{ss} - V_{ov_{M1}}$.

![Figure 6.2: Circuit implementation of the proposed current generator.](image-url)
The voltages across the load are measured by the buffer and summed into opamp-B for CMFB. When opamp-B achieves the ‘virtual short’, the CM voltage is effectively zero, hence the source and sink currents are made equal. The sizing of the output transistors M0 and M1 are chosen so that the desired maximum output current can be achieved within the maximum output voltage range of opamps A and B. In addition, the sizing should be optimized to ensure a small $V_{ov}$ to maximize voltage compliance.

The feedback resistor $R_f$ is set to 100 $\Omega$; the transconductance is 1 mA/V providing a maximum 1 mA output. The required maximum positive input linear range of the IA, which is defined as $I_{bias} \times R_1$, is 100 mV and is achieved by setting $I_{bias} = 2$ $\mu$A and $R_1 = 50$ k$\Omega$. The gain of the IA is set to 10 to minimize the error due to the input offset from opamp-A for small current outputs.

For feedback loop stability, opamps-A and B in Figure 6.2 are constructed using single-stage symmetrical OTA. The output transistors M0 and M1 are seen as the second stage which can be Miller compensated to improve loop stability (see Figure 6.2). To provide the full voltage compliance, the buffers at the inputs of opamp-B require rail-to-rail swings. The source and sink currents are connected to the load through the H-bridge controlled by a sine pulse width modulation (SPWM) generator [109].

Spectral purity of the SPWM output has been modelled in Matlab (R2014a, Mathworks). Its spectrum is shown in Figure 6.3 and is compared with spectra of a 98 kHz pseudo-sinewave generated from a 4-bit DAC at 64 samples per cycle, and a 98 kHz 50% duty-cycle square wave. As shown the injecting current contains harmonic noise in the high frequency band. Applying a second-order 300 kHz low-pass filter at the measuring end, e.g. after the recording IA, to all three types of waveform, the high frequency harmonics can be suppressed.
Figure 6.3: Spectra of 98 kHz pseudo sinewave (upper row), SPWM wave (middle row) and 50% duty cycle square wave (lower row), and their respective spectra after a 300 kHz second-order lowpass Butterworth filter.

The spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) of the SPWM after filtering is 33.1 dB, compared to 48.2 dB for the pseudo-sine and 12.3 dB for the 50% duty cycle square wave. These results suggest that the SPWM achieves a good trade-off between signal quality and circuit simplicity. Compared with the pseudo-sine solution that has been widely used in EIT designs, SPWM provides acceptable SFDR with the advantage of eliminating the need of one or more multi-bit DAC implementations. The SPWM provides significantly better SFDR than the square wave, which is also used in bio-impedance measurement systems [108], [110].
The current generator has been designed in a 0.18-µm CMOS process and operates from ±1.65 V power supplies. The IA consumes 16 µA while other opamps consume 1 µA each to give a total current consumption of $I_{\text{out}} + 22$ µA, where $I_{\text{out}}$ ranges from 50 µA to 1 mA. The digital circuit consumes 154 µW using a 1.8 V supply with $f_{\text{CLK}} = 50$ MHz, outputing a SPWM current at 98 kHz with 64 samples and 3 bits resolution.

The current generator has a maximum voltage compliance of ±1.25 V that is limited to $V_{cc} - V_{ovhd} - V_{\text{switch}_{ds}} = I_{\text{out}} \times R_f$. For $I_{\text{out}} = 50$ µA, the current generator can drive a maximum load of up to 50 kΩ. At maximum current output, it can drive 2.4 kΩ.

Figure 6.4: Layout of the current generator.
Figure 6.4 shows the layout of the current generator; it occupies 350 \( \mu m \times 320 \mu m \). Compared with the DAC type current generator, the layout of the proposed current generator is less sensitive to mismatches. At 98 kHz, the post-layout simulation SPWM current output waveform is shown in Figure 6.5, alongside the voltage measured across a resistive load, after being further filtered by first- or second-order low-pass filters with a cut-off frequency at 300 kHz.

### 6.2.2 Concept on novel demodulation approaches using time-stamps

Conventional bio-impedance measurement uses magnitude and phase demodulation methods such as peak/phase detection, and coherence detection (I-Q demodulation). These require complex circuitry such as analog multiplier, peak & phase-detectors and analog to digital convertors.

The proposed method employs a novel time-stamp based magnitude and phase demodulation method as shown in Figure 6.6. On the left of Figure 6.6 shows a typical
4-electrode bio-impedance measurement. When an excitation signal $V_{ref}$ is converted to current and injected into bio-tissue, a voltage $V_m$ can then be measured by an IA using another pair of electrode. The measured voltage $V_m$ has the same frequency as the original $V_{ref}$, but will be different in terms of signal amplitude and phase delay compared to the $V_{ref}$. The time-stamp demodulation method uses low power, fast-response comparator to check the zero crossing point of $V_m$ and $V_{ref}$. Once signals cross zero, a pulse is generated. T1 is when $V_{ref}$ crosses zero and T2 when $V_m$ crosses zero.

![Time-stamp based Magnitude/Phase Demodulation](image)

**Figure 6.6: Time stamp demodulation method concept.**

The time difference between T1 and T2 indicates the phase delays of the two signals. The phase between $V_{ref}$ and $V_m$ is measured by T1 and T2 using:

$$\theta = \frac{T_2 - T_1}{f} \times 2\pi$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

A third comparator is used to generate a pulse T3 when $V_m$ crosses $V_{ref}$. As the amplitude of $V_{ref}$ is always known, it is possible to calculate the amplitude level of $V_m$ using time-stamp T3, T2 and T1 in a later signal processing stage.
First calculate voltage level at T3, using equation:

\[ V_{at\ T3} = A_{Vref} \times \sin[2 \times \pi \times f \times (T_3 - T_1)] \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

where \( A_{Vref} \) is the known amplitude of \( V_{ref} \) and \( f \) is the excitation frequency.

With voltage at T3 known, the unknown amplitude of \( V_m \) can be then derived by using equation:

\[ V_{at\ T3} = A_{Vm} \times \sin[2 \times \pi \times f \times (T_3 - T_2)] \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

Once the sinewave goes to negative polarity, a reset pulse will be generated.

Some system calibration is needed to take account of the system delays added the time-stamp pulse. To improve the accuracy of the system, averaging can also be used to average the read-out from a number of cycles.
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